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Health Care Overhaul

health reform
on
with
get
to
ress
s
Cong
urge
ton
Clin
D3i
By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's call for a drastic
overhaul of the nation's health
care system reve-rberated across
the nation today igniting a debate
over how much can be done at
what cost. With talk shows and
pep rallies, the administration's
sales pitch began in earnest.
Vice President Al Gore was on
television before breakfast to
argue that the plan would create a
simpler. more efficient system.
The Republican leader of the
Senate countered that it was "a
little overgenerous and
underfunded."
Clinton laid out the broad outlines of his program in an impassioned hour-long speech Wednesday night and challenged Congress to act by the end of next
year to revamp the current system
and assure that every American
has "health care that is always

there .•'
Members of Congress — at
once eager and wary — pledged a
bipartisan search for common
ground.
Today. Gore sought to dispel
some of the principal public concerns about any wholesale change
in the current system -- that it
would create a vast new government bureaucracy, would cost too
much, and would place a particularly harsh burden on small
business.
"The fed government is not
taking it over," Gore told CBS
"It is stimulating Competition."
The vice president said the
proposal would "preserve the
freedom of choice, both for
patients and for doctors" and eliminate burdensome and expensive paperwork.
Senate GOP leader Bob Dole
said Republicans agree on the
need for universal coverage.
"The bottom line is, who's

Deadline
approaches
for cable
agreement

going to pa) tor it," he said on
Fox TV. "The big winners were
big government, big labor and big
business. They seemed to come
out in pretty gtW shape.
Clinton was welcoming more
than 1,000 health-care allies to
the White House today tor a
kickoff pep rally before heading
to Tampa, Fla., for a nationally
televised town hall meeting
tonight.
Sixty ...radio talk -show hosts
accepted the ins iution to broadcast live from the White House
lawn and Cabinet members were
fanning out ai ross the country
In his address to Congress,
which was sprinkled with health
care horror stories. Clinton
warned of "scare tactics by those
who are motivated by the sell interest" and sought to keep the
focus on the potential bend its for
ordinary. Americans, some ol
whom would pay more tor health
care under his proposal'than the.

do now.
He exhorted members to 'look
into the eyes ot a ski. child who
needs care" in weighing the
course ot health retorm
"We must make this our most
urgent priorits. giving every
American health scLurits
health care that Lan never he
taken away, health care that is
always there," he de bared.

Throwing down a s- hallenge
with a time limit. Clinton added
"Let us agrce on this Nkhatever
else we disagres• on, before this
Congress finishes liv w 0•k next
year. you will pass and I will
sign, legislation to guarantee this
securit to escrs Liu/en ot this
The spCk's h was long on pay•
sion and short on details, hut a
House charnhcr paLked with lawmakers and li glut lane s interrupted film ;2 WIles with
applause.

By DAM RAMEY
Staff Writer
U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow said
Wednesday that Congress will
have a lot of work to do on
- President Clinton's health care
reform plan.
The First District Democrat
said Capitol Hill is ready to
pass a restructuring of the
-nation's health care system.
"There's not a mood of partianship on the Hill," Barlow
said. "There is a feeling that we
are all in this together, and a
feeling that there has to be
some major changes made in
health care."

Barlow said he expects the
health care plan to take at least
eight months to move through
Congress.
"It's going to take- at least
eight months, and it may be a
year," Barlow said. "There are a
number of committees who
have already begun looking at
some of this."
his
Barlow has
own
concern about the plan. He is
concerned about taxes on
businesses that may accompany,
and said he opposes a tax on
tobacco that the administration
proposing, which is expected
• See Page 2

Elkins says:

CLASSICAL SOUND

WANT woes won't
hinder enforcement
in this bureaucracy," he said.
Elkins said the department has
not been able to put an officer on
the task force even though funding is available, hut it has continued its own drug
investigations.
"The drug problem is a problem and we try to come up with a
way to handle it," he said.
Murray is a founding member
of WANT, which was created in
November 1988. The department
has never had an officer assigned
to the unit.
The Calloway County Shcnff's
Department is also a member of
WANT, but has no officer on the
task force.
Elkins said he was told he
would be able to put an officer on

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

Although the Western Area
Narc-otiec Team has been under
fire for the past several months,
drug enforcement is continuing.
A number of reports from other
law enforcement agencies and the
Kentucky Justice Department
have mentioned problems with
the Paducah Police Department.
Paducah is the suhgrantee and
distributor of WANT funds and
equipment. At this . point,
WANT's fate is unknown.
Regardless of what happens to
WANT, Murray Police Chief Lar.
ry Elkins said drug enforcement
will continue in Murray.
"I think we've got a good relationship with every agency.
We've just gotten bogged down • See Page 2

Unless an agreement is made
between cable companies and
local broadcast stations by Oct. 6,
local programming may be
removed from the cable lineup.
Teresa Pickett of Cablevision
in Benton said negotiations with
KBSI (Fox) and WPSD (NBC)
are still underway. /
"If an agreement is not made
by the Oct. 6 deadline, a . local
broadcast station by law can
request its signal be deleted from
the cable system," Pickett said.
Cablevision operates the cable
system in Calloway County,
while Murray Cablevision serves
the Murray area.
Burnctte Ferguson, general
manager for Murray Cablevision,
said negotiations continue with
WPSD, KFVS (CBS) and KBS1.
If permission is not received
from the local broadcast stations
by the deadline, federal law will
not allow the cable companies to
continue carrying the stations.
Under the provisions of the
1992 Cable Act, local broadcast
stations were given the power to
decide whether they would continue to be part of the cable
lineup or whether subscribers
must use their own rooftop or
indoor antennae.
Local network affiliates were
able to choose either the retransmission consent option or the
must carry option.
Retransmission consent means
that local television stations may
require local cable operators to
pay a fee for carrying their signal, while must carry means that
local stations may require that
their signal be carried at no cost:
Cable systems cannot retransmit a broadcast station's signal
without wntten consent from the
station. Programming can be

Barlow, McConnell
comment on plan

Yeltsin calls
for June election

GINA HANCOCK ledge, II Imps

D"o'o

The Louisville Orchestra's concertmaster Michael Davis prepares for Wednesday night's performance 2!
Lovett Auditorium. The concert was sponsored by the Murray Civic Music Association,

III See Page 2

SPORTS

MEETINGS

NOTICE

II Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 6 30 p m in the council
chambers of city hall
• A Public Hearing will be held
Thursday at 7 p m In Curd Auditorium in
the Industry and Technology Building at
Murray Slate to discuss the construction
of a four-lane highway connecting Cadiz
to Mayfield One of the proposed routes
runs near Murray

•Murray Weber System will conduct
maintenance inspections and flushing of
fire hydrants beginning Sunday and continuing through Monday The flushing will
begin at approximately 7 am on the
north side and south sides of Main Street
and east of 12th Street The southwest
section will be flushed on Monday
Clothes washing should be postponed
until, Tuesday

•

• The Murray State Racer defense has
shown drastic improvement in AlStis first
two football games New defensive coordinator Kim Ciameron likes the way the
Racers are working in their new 4 3
defense

Page 10

MOSCOW (AP) --- Boris Yellsin called today for presidential
elections next June, two years
ahead of schedule, as his opponents battled to counter growing
support for the Russian leader.
Yeltsin, who ordered December parliamentary elections after
ousting parliament on Tuesday,
said the new parliament would
have to formally approve his plan
for elections nearly nine months
from now. But such approval
likely would be a formality.
"I decree the holding of a new
election of the president of the
Russian Federation on June 12,
1994," Yeltsin said in a
statement.
It was not clear if Yeltsin
would seek re-election, although
it is widely believed that he
wants a second five-year term.
Yeltsin had said in the past he
would not seek re-election, but

aides said he may run again.
Yeltsin had faced calls from
opponents and some supporters to
hold presidential elections after
he seized complete control of the
country two days ago, dissolved
parliament and suspended the
constitution.
He said when he dissolved parliament that he would set a date
for presidential elections. But
today's statement is not likely to
end Ycltsin's confrontation with
hard-liners in parliament, who
want to remove him from power.
Anti-Yeltsin leaders remained
holed up today in the barricaded
parliament building with a few
hundred supporters standing
guard outside. Small bands of
supporters were forming selfdefense units outside the building, a handful of them armed
with assault rifles.
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Weak rail trestle may have caused crash
age that appeared to match that
on a concrete piling supporting
the bridge.
Amtrak's Sunset Limited,
traveling from Los Angeles to
Miami with 206 people aboard,
plunged into Bayou Canot on the
outskirts of Mobile about 3 a.m.
Wednesday. Some of the dead
were trapped in a submerged,
silver passenger car, others in a

SARALAND, Ala. (AP) —
Investigators suspect a barge lost
in the fog struck and weakened a
railroad trestle shortly before an
Amtrak train hurtled off the
bridge into a murky bayou. At
least AM people were killed.
The FBI and the National
Transportation Safety Board said
they found a dented barge near
the train wreck, along with dam-

•Barlow...
FROM PAGE 1
be 75 cents per pack.
"It's too much," said Barlow,
who has joined a coalition of
Congressmen from tobacco
states in opposing the tax.
Barlow said he doesn't
expect votes strictly along piny
lines, unlike the recent budget
battles.
"I think there is a feeling. in
the medical area, it is so important to the nation, that we have
to find a solution that brings in
everyone's best idea," Barlow

—Murray
Ledger & Times

said.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
said Clinton's address marked
the health care
the beginning
debate in Congress.
"We have the finest health
care system in the world — bar
none — and we must be sure
that any legislation Congress
______ does not reduce the high
quality of care in America or
interfere with the right of
patients to choose their own
doctor," McConnell said. "The
plan must have credible financing that is not borne on the
backs of business — or at the
expense of employees who may
lose their jobs because of
employer mandates."
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burned engine.
At least 159 people survived
the wreck, the deadliest in
Amtrak's 23-year history, said
John Hammerschmidt of the
NTSB. Three people remained
missing Wednesday night. Divers
were to resume the search at
daybreak.
About half the 500-foot-long,
wood-and-steel bridge collapsed:

investigators were trying to determine whether that happened
before the wreck or because of it.
Asked how the barge might
have struck the bridge, which
crosses a bayou that isn't navigable by barges and is just 7 feet
above the water, FBI agent Charles W. Archer said,"I understand
it was very foggy."

•Deadline...
FROM PAGE 1
withheld in demand of some form
of compensation.
The law also made provisions
for rate changes, which cable
subscribers began noticing c.arlicr
this month.

paid $10.53 for 27 channels.
Subscribers to Cablevision pay
$5.83 for broadcast basic, which
is six channels, including the local broadcast station and educational channels. Before the
change, the cost was $12.95.

Subscribers to Murray Cablesision pay $9.20 for basic service,
which includes 18 channels. Prior
to the change, the customer paid
S9.95 for 16 channels.

Customers pay $20.40 for the
22-channel family cable option,
which includes broadcast basic
and cable programming delivered
by satellite. Premium movie
channels are not included. Originally, the service was S20.95.

Customers pay S12.78 for the
"25 channels in the preferred tier.
Prior to the change, the customer

"Most of our subscribers prefer
family cable," Pickeu said.

Commission approves plats
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
With just enough members for
a quorum, the Murray Planning
Commission approved two subdivision plats Tuesday night.
The commission gave final
approval on Woodgate IV, a subdivision that is being developed
by David King. Preliminary
approval was* given to Dale
Campbell for phase three of
Campbell Estates, located off
Wiswell Road.
With the preliminary approval,
the commission also made a
recommendation that a $10,000
letter of credit be submitted for a
maintenance guarantee.
"This is so that if there is some
major failure in the subdivision,
we could put that S10,000 on the
repair," city planner Don Elias
said.
The letter of credit will be
required from now on for subdi-

visions built within city limits.
Elias said this policy is common
practice in other communities. It
will also be of help to the city
when it accepts new roads.
"This is something we have
talked about doing for a while,"
Elias said.
In the past, the city has had
some problems with malfunctions
in the roads it has accepted.
"We would recommend to the
city council to accept the roads
and utilities and require a one-•
year maintenance guarantee
through a letter of credit for any
problems that might occur," Elias
said.
The city would take full
responsibility for the roads after
the one-year period.
Finally, the commission
approved a resolution to be sent
to the Department of Highways
and the Secretary of Transportation stating that the planning

Kopperud s Showcase of Homes
ute 1 bdr home with a beautiful view o tea e.
Large detached garage. Priced under 530,000. Nicely
decorated throughout.

Close to Oaks Country Club, this 4 bdr .2 bath charmer
features spacious rooms and lots of style. New on the
market.

3 bdr , 2 bath home with attached garage on 1.2
town Central heat & air Priced at
5.s1,1r.10

bdr, 31/2 bath home with walk-out finished basement on a lovely hilltop setting Includes large barn
and 3 acres. 580's.

1 th.ir 27: bath home with central gas heat &
.-,.'ntral air situated on 2 64 acres Reduced to $82,503

Stately 12 room home on Main Street. Newly listed.
Includes beautiful lot and garage apartment. S92,500.

\ICC
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commission supports the third
alternate of a four-lane highway
that will connect Cadiz to
Mayfield.
A number of other civic and
government groups have been
sending resolutions and letters of
support for this route, which
would be built just north of
Murray.
A public meeting will be held
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology to discuss the issue with state
officials.
Members present at the planning commission meeting
included: Tommy Sanders, Van
Haverstock, Bill Adams, Joan
Vaughan and chairman Mike
Lovins.
Charlie Adams, A.R. Jenstmm,
Bob Jackson and Nellie Lewis
were not present.

Miss your paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Tunes by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged . to call
753=1916 and ask for the circulation . department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

WANT"'
FROM PAGE 1
the task force. However, when
controversy arose about actions
within the Paducah Police
Department, organizations maintained the states goo.
"Instead of awarding a new
grant, they extended the old one,"
he said. "I'd like to be active in
the WANT team but right now
we're kind of on hold."
When questions were left
unanswered, the Kcntucky Justice
Cabinet began an investigation. A
report was issued on findings
From interviews conducted in
April.
The first report, which was
issued to Paducah city officials
was not released to the public.
The Murray Ledger and Times
was denied access to the first
report. Official Custodian of
Records, Christopher W. Johnson. called the first repon "preliminary," which is exempt from
open records laws.
Elkins received a copy of the
second report after making an
open records request to the Paducah Police Department. He, too.
was denied the first report.
The second report reflects a
number of problems with the way
the task force has been run.
WANT is being required to
take action on a number of
recommendations from the Justice Cabinet. Changes must be
made by December or the cabinet
has threatened to pull the
S200,000 funding.
Currently, WANT is funded
through a grant with the Paducah
Police Department as the subgrantee. However, the Special
Investigations Unit of the PPD
often mingles with WANT,
according to the report.
Reviewers recommended
separating the two units and providing clearer documentation of
assets, finances and personnel
.
actions.
WANT members interviewed
for this report told the Justice
Cabinet they had some problems
with the PPD's handling of some
s.
caso
ene
example deals with forfeitures. According to an intcrlocal
agreement each agency signs
upon becoming a member, all
property forfeited because of
joint enforcement is to be shared
equally among the participating
members, regardless of the proportionate share of the activity.
Problems have reportedly
occured when a local agency
requested WANT equipment or
need assistance executing an
arrest warrant, several PPD officers and officers from other agencies were brought in. Each agency received a share of the forfein ythough n tmhineiy
int uvorlevemeevme ma
mul or perhaps unnecessary.
Elkins said he has not experienced this problem in Murray.
However, WANT has "seldom"

been called in to assist on drug
investigations.
Some agencies said use of
equipment, which is purchased
with grant money, is a major concern. There have been times
when crucial equipment was
reportedly not available. All
equipment is kept in Paducah and
PPD officers accompany the
equipment when it is requested,
according to the report.
Elkins said Murray has used
some of its own forfeiture money
to purchase its own investigative
equipment.
"Sometimes you can't wait an
hour to get something," he said.
The handling of evidence has
created a great deal of concern.
'The report states some evidence
has been lost or misidentified.
Thc evidence room, located in the
PPD, has some security
problems.
Murray keeps .all its own evidence here. Elkins said the
department has a secure evidence
room. He thinks evidence should
be kept in the jurisdiction where
the investigation was carried out.
However, many of the smaller
police agencies do not have secure evidence rooms. Elkins said
he can understand' Why they
would keep it in Paducah.
"It's more efficient if we have
it readily available and it protects
the chain of custody," Elkins
said.
One of the biggest concerns
the reviewers reported is the frequency of reverse buys.
A reverse buy means an officer
attempts to sell drugs to a suspect
in order to • make an arrest.
"I don't personally think'
reverse buys on street dealers is
the proper way to c.einduct an
investigation.
"Under normal circumstances,
there are better ways to get the
results you need," Elkins said.
However, WANT officers in
Paducah have reportedly used
reverse buys in $20 marijuana
sales.
Elkins said the Murray Police
Department might consider using
a reverse buy if a large transaction was involved.
The report listed several other
problems dealing with administrative activities.
Elkins is a proponent of moving WANT headquarters from
Paducah to the Purchase Area
Development District office in
Mayfield.
The report implied PADD, or
another regional location, would
be a better place to headquarter
the task force. The central location should also have a more central leadership.
Presently, the task force commander, PPD officer Kermit Perdew, is accountable only to PPD
Chief L.V. McGinty. The chief
does not answer to the task force.
Elkins said he is not aware of
an impropieties with funding or
the administration.
— -

PUMPKINS • PUMPKINS
Ls
central heat & air
This brick rancher
system, new 24)&32 garage attached to back of house
by nice breezeway Less than 2 blocks to the lake
S60's

Brand new 3 bdr., 2 bath home on one acre lot. Oak
cabinetry, beautiful woodwork,large family room w/
fireplace. City water. Priced at $107,900,

Also... "Mums - Gourds - Indian'Corn - Pop Corn
Broom Corn - Dried Flowers
Corn Shocks - Straw - Winter Squash

Open Daily 4 p.m. til Sunset / All Day Saturday / Sunday p m
Elegant new solar home with 3 bdr, 21/2 bath
Features a glorious sun room, large basement and
unique styling Situated on 5'/ acres

Many recent lipdait'S
including all new windows, central gas heat and
central air Mid 570's

3 bdr home in Clrcarama S/D.

For Information on These and Other Listings, Call or Come by...

753-1222

753-1222

711
Main St.
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the world's best and worst

America's system
WASHINGTON (AP) —
America's health system may be
the best in the world, but in some
respects its also the worsi
It boasts everyday miracles:
fr6m organ transplants to noninvasive surgery to newborns surviving at _less. than a pound to
heart Procedures performed
through narrow arteries.
And every (Illy the shame of
American medicine is on display
in hundreds of hospital emergency wards: rooms crammed with
suffering people, with neither
doctor, nor insurance. Pregnant
women who had no prenatal care.
Ex-workers whose coverage eva_ pouted with their .jobs.
It is a $900 billion system that
produces many of the world's
breakthrough drugs and medical
equipment — and an inordinate
share of red tape and papershuMers.
"There is no excuse for this
kind of system," President Clin-

ton declared Wednesday night as
he painted for Congress a vivid
picture of this dualistic medical
world.
He acknowledged the good —
"the best health care professionals on earth ... the best medical
research, the most sophisticated
technology" — but harped on the
bad — "the costliest 'and most
wasteful system on the face of
the earth."
"A hospital ought to be a
house of healing, not a monument
to paperwork and bureaucracy."
he said.

not get one ot Clinton's security
cards — are entitled to treatment
at clinics or emergency rooms.
But that is a distant safety net
for many of the 37 million
Americans without insurance and
the 22 million others with barebones coverage. Some are what
Chalon called, free -riders — 'people betting their luck and health
will hold and spending their dollars elsewhere.
But many are parents who
hesitate to bring a sick child to a
doctor, or who lack the cash to
get a prescription filled anyway,
or workers whose own medical
emHbo
essewda vw
edith a plastic
lapsre
t iscidecnatiral
d
problems made them pariahs to
the
the inserance industry.
seal and the words "Health Sec- "Usually by the time (the
urity" and suggested it might be
uninsured) show up their illnesses
just that easy to remedy these
are more severe and their mortalimedical wrongs. "Health care
ty rates are much higher ... so
that is always there." he called it.
they cost us more," said the
Health care is there now for
president.
anyone who gets sick enough.
The United States and South
Even illegal aliens — who would
Africa arc said to he the only two

industrialized countries without
some guarantee of coverage for
all citizens.
And yet, as Clinton pointed
out, the United States has them
all beat when. it comes to health
spending. One in every seven
dollars we make goes into the
medical maw. No other country
comes close.
The American auto industry
spends more on health benefits
than on steel for each of the cars
it builds. Japanese cars come
with a S500 price advantage, just
in lower health costs for the
workers who built them; the
Japanese also live longer.
This system rewards'inefficiency and invites unscrupulous billing. If a skilled clinician gets the
diagnosis right in the first
instance, he may be paid less
than the plodder who piles on the
tests and schedules visit after
visit.

(I)
ilitr.f gay
1.99
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Plan's fallout would hit everyone
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Clinton health reform plan would
rewrite the rule book for health
insurers, set off a scramble
among doctors and hospitals for
patients and send ripples through
much of the U.S. economy.
Here is a look at the possible
fallout from Clinton's proposed
restructuring of the $900 billion
health industry:
DOCTORS, NURSES
Clinton woitld carve out a Tar-.
get role for primary care practitioners — both M.D.s, nurses and
physicians' assistants — at the
expense of specialists. Teaching
hospitals would get more money
to turn out general practitioners
and less support for training
specialists.
The nation's 600,000 physicians would face growing pressures to sign up with health maintenance organizations and other
managed care programs that are
paid fixed rates to keep people
healthy, rather than paying them
for every test or procedure they
perform. Doctors could still practice solo and demand ,for-forservice pay, but patients would
have to pay more out of their
own pockets to see them.
The government may override
state laws that narrowly restrict
what advanced practice nurses,
midwives and physicians' assistants can do.
HOSPITALS
The nation's 5,500 hospitals
would no longer be stuck with
millions of dollars in bills caring
for patients with no insurance.
But they would face stiff, new

pressures to hold down costs and
share expensive technology.
Reduced paperwork and electronic billing could lead to big layoffs of their clerical staffs. Hospitals may form links with insurers and physicians to offer their
own health plans through the regional alliances.
INSURERS
Thousands of insurance agents
would be be out of a job, along
-with-thousands more - workers in
insurers' home offices who perform "medical underwriting" —
deciding whether an individual or
small group was healthy enough
to insure. No one could he denied
insurance because of age, health
or pre-existing conditions.
Hundreds of smaller insurers
that now specialize in the small
group market could become
extinct. Most people would
choose their coverage from a limited number of big plans offered
through the health alliances. Such
major insurers as Aetna, Prudential, Cigna and Met Life as well
as Blue Cross plans with big
managed care programs might
have a leg up on getting the new
business.
"The managed care industry
will continue to prosper under
health care reform," said John
Glaudemans, a vice president of
-Aetna Health Plans, which cover
13 million people.
A National Health Board and
the regional alliances would
strictly limit how much insurance
premiums could rise each year.
Some industry officials question

whether investors will be willing
to put up the capital to create
new health plans under those
restrictions.
PHARMACEUTICAL
INDUSTRY
...Drug,makers would be relieved
of one of their biggest headaches:
the fact that Americans now pay
60 percent of prescription prices
out of their own pockets, making
it the most, visible part of, the
nation's health bill.. Everyone,
including the elderly, would have
extensive coverage for prescription. drugs. But the industry, accused . by
both the president and Hillary
Rodham Clinton in the past of
profiteering, would have to pay
big rebates to Medicare. The secretary of health and human services could blacklist a new drug
from Medicare if it cost too
much. In a bow to retail pharmacies, Clinton also would bar drug
makers from offering discounts to
selected hulk purchasers.
Clinton • said Wednesday night
he would demand "responsibility" from drug makers and others
who have profited from the current system. "Drug companies
should no longer charge three
times more for prescription drugs
made in America ... than they
charge for the same drugs overseas," he said to applause.
CORPORATIONS
Giant corporations — 5,0(10 or
more employees — could keep
operating outside the alliances
and offer a variety of health plans

•-

of their own. They would not
have to pay more than 7.9 percent
of payroll towards health insurance. The government would also
pick up 80 percent of the costs of
health benefits for early retirees.
That could he a windfall for
the auto industry and other manufacturers with older work forces
who tend to run up bigger medical bills. Big companies with.
younger -workerv----- -in Californi- a's Silicone Valley and elsewhere
— could wind up pa)ing relatively more for their insurance.
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Handcrafted, Solid Wood Furniture 17
plus...

Register to Win:
• Quilt Rack

By The Bulb or By The Case
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69 each by the case
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To report local news call 753-1916
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Most big corporations already
provide insurance, but some like
retail giant K-Mart do not.
SMALL BUSINESS
No matter how short its
shoestring, every business would
have to provide health insurance
for,workers and their families and
pay a large share of the costs.
Most would pay 110 percent of
average premium costs. There
would he discounts for small
firms with 50 or fewer employees
and an average wage of S24,0(10
or less. They would pay from 3.9
percent..up to the maxipercent of payroll
mum 7.9
Critics claim this guarantee
will cost a million or more people
their jobs.s"We don't see where
giving somebody health insurance is more important than having a job," said John Motley,
vice president of the National
Federation of Independent
Business.

from Pennsylvania that found one
hospital charging $21,(X10 for
coronary bypass surgery and
another S81.000 — and the outcomes were nisi as good or better
in the low-priced hospital.
Fie promised big and seemingly pamless • sasings from putting
the American --health system on-a •
diet and emphasuing preventive
care. He even had sonic folk wisdom to drive the latter point
home.
"You know how all of our
mothers told us that an ounce of
prevention was worth a pound of
cure? Our mothers were right,"
said the nurse's son from Hope,
Ark.

Thc paperwork conies first, as
most people discover when they
enter a hospital. Clinton told of
the nurse he met the other day at
Children's Hospital ut Washington who was called away from
the bedside of a boy undergoing
chemotherapy so she could learn
how to -fill -out- a new- form.- It —didn't have a _lot to with
th health care of the children,"
said Clinton.
And then there is the mystery
of the hospital bill, with its sanskrit of codes and charges, all but
unfathomable to the consumer
and •possibly to the insurer as
well.
Clinton cited_ [CCM study
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EDITORIAL

Four-lane route
nearest Murray
has most merit
If a decision is made solely on the basis of
merit, the route selected for the four-lane highway to connect Cadiz and Mayfield will, without doubt, be alternate three to run just north of
Murray.
As proposed, alternate three would track near
Ky. 94 in the eastern part of Calloway County,
intersect U.S. 641 near the industrial park and
then go westward generally along Ky. 121.
That route would provide the MurrayCalloway County community with a major eastwest highway connector to both 1-24 at Cadiz
and the Purchase Parkway at Mayfield — a long
overdue missing .link in the highway system in
bur part of Kentucky.
And it -would finally end two negative distinctions that haunt us. First, Murray is the only
city in the Purchase area without an east-west
road; and second, Murray State University is the
only major university in Kentucky not served by
a major four-lane highway.
Justifications for alternate three, one of three
proposed routes, are many. Greater highway
accessibility will make our community more
desirable to business and industry and further
enhance tourism potential, as well as contribute
to Murray State's growth and development.
Two specific reasons the route is logical now
are the volume of business done by Paschall
Truck Lines, one of the largest trucking companies in the nation, and the people from a wide
area who use the services of the local hospital
and medical community.
When the Regional Special Events Center
becomes reality, alternate three will be instrumental in making transportation safer and more
convenient for people who attend events in it.
A public hearing on the project is scheduled
at 7 p.m. Thursday (tonight) in Curd Auditorium of the Collins Center at Murray State University. It's a perfect opportunity to show overwhelming community support for, the project,
and particularly the route which has become
known as alternate three.
City and county officials and representatives
of the local Chamber of Commerce have been
involved in presenting a united front for some
time now. Even people from Fulton, Graves,
McCracken and Trigg counties have indicated
support for alternate three.
It's really time for more individual citizens to
step forward and be emphatic about our highway needs. We need it, we deserve it, and, if
the decision boils down to merit, we'll get it.
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Sept. 13, Valley Daily News. Kent, Wash.. on Israel and
the PLO:
(T)tle peace accord initialed .... by Israel's Prime Minister yitzhak
Rabin and PLO leader Yasscr Arafat is astonishingly brief, just a few
lines of diplomatic language signifying mutual recognition.
But the words are a bridge to a possible peace, a risk-filled step by
Rabin and Arafat toward a future no longer drenched in Israeli and
Palestinian blood, nor breached by terrorist attacks. .
Of the two pledges from Arafat and Rabin, which opened the door
to mutual recognition and the promise of peace, the PLO leader's
were stronger — he had more to prove.
"The PLO recognizes the right of the State of Israel to exist in
peace and security,- Arafat avowed. "The PLO considers that the
signing of the Declaration of Principles constitutes a historic event,
inaugurating a new epoch of peaceful coexistence, free from violence
and all other acts which endangor peace and stability."
Even Rabin's short pledge that Israel had "decided to recognize the
PLO as the representative of the Palestinian people" spoke volumes,
sign of a personal transformation in a leader who only last year vowed
Israel would never speak with the "terrorist" PLO. ...
Political toes and enraged elements in the PLO and Israel greeted
Rabin and Arafat's accord with shrieks of protest. World leaders publicly exulted and will privately ponder the perils — all too real —
which cannot be dismissed.
But many were ready to join the Hebrew professor of political philosophy in celebrating an "extraordinary moment of grace," one of
those rare times in world history when "pragmatism and diplomacy
have triumphed over the power of memory."

h,

Answers sparse on 911 system
I wish I could report that I
have received a few clandestine
telephone calls tipping me off to
Tuesday's Fiscal Court meeting,
but I haven't.
But I'm going to speculate
about Tuesday's meeting anyway.
Let's say the meeting is about
911 in Calloway County. No, we
don't have that service yet.
Folks. establishing 911 isn't
easy or cheap. Poor planning and
development have made this
county a nightmare. Our maps are
out-of-date or _just plain wrong.
If you've ever tried to find
someone living in one of the
county's lake subdivisions, you
know what a tangled mess they
are in.
So updating the maps and
numbering homes on each road is
a laborious task.
It has been a year since the
Fiscal Court hired a 911 coordinator and the job isn't close to
being finished. When I covered
the court meetings, there was
little to learn about what progress
was being made.
Part, of the problem is the complexity of the work, and I also
believe discussion was limited to
only specific topics.
For example: Much of the
work that the the 911 coordinator
(Charles Cooper) has done has
been updating county road maps
and changing road names. Cooper
found many road names in the
county had been duplicated anti
has vigorously advocated changing or shortening road . 'names.
I have heard grumblings about
this. Residents who have lived 50
years on Charlie Brown Road

SHORT TAKES

Gina Hancock
Ledger & Dries ilanagbig Editor
In fact, dispatching is the crux
want it to stay that way. Our roar:of the whole 911 system. So once
magistrates have probably taken
the five counties in our net have
the brunt of those complaints.'
their maps, numbering and namI believe they have concerns
ing system set _up, what will
but those have never been voiced
happen?
in a meeting. There has been no
Well, what's the answer?
public discourse about what
talked to KSP post Captain
I
doing
is
he
how
doing,
is
Cooper
Joe Williams Wednesday. Wilit or why.
Is Cooper's system the best liams was recently transferred to
the Mayfield post and admitted
way? The only way?
that he is not an expert on the
Other counties have implemented 911 and there are a sarie- 911 system.
Despite that, he did talk to me
ty of ways to do it. Mahe renaming our roads is not the best about it. When I asked how the
dispatching will be set up, he
way, but how do we know?
Perhaps it Tuesda),'s meeting gave an honest answer:. "Disis about 911 some of these ques- patching is not an issue that has
been nailed down."
tions will be answered.
The more we talked, I learned
The scary thing about Callothe dispatching could go one
that
of
lack
the
besides
911,
way's.
communication, is that we are in of two ways. Calloway can conpartnership with four other coun- tract with the KSP to provide 2.4
ties to set up the system with the hour dispatching services or the
Kentucky State Police post in county can do its own
Mayfield. The Purchase Area dispatching.
Currently, the KSP dispatches
Development District is supfor
the sheriff's office 4 p.m. to g
efton.
ihis
coordinating
posedly
Folks, there are definit..sl some a.m. and on weekends. Williams
and I aren't sure, but we both set
unanswered questions about how
• the'tigure for that current service
our 911 will he dispatched.
between SI 1,000 and 513,000.
If you have ever watched the
Even if KSP handles the distelevision show "Rescue 911," it
becomes immediately ohs ious patching, the county will still
how important dispatching is in a need to purchase some equipment, Williams said.
crisis.

The idea behind going into a
cooperative with other counties is
to split up the cost of 911.
Williams believes only one of
the five counties in our cooperative has completed its mapping
and numbenng.
He may not have answered all
of my questions, but I appreciate
that Captain Williams took the
time to talk with me. He was at
the last Fiscal Court meeting but
isitrtamteask.e a presentation to the
dmiadgru
_If Tuesday's meeting is about
911, maybe he will be there.
The idea of the county going in
with the city on as 911 system
has been kicked around. Supposedly, the plan fell through
because a final dollar figure
could not be agreed upon.
Would it be cheaper and easier
for the county to join the city?
I don't know. I'm not sure that
the county has ever had an open
dialogue on that question.
Ma)bc it wouldn't be any better or easier for us to have a mutal agreement. I believe Marshall
jectiv's system is a shared
i un
pr)
('rt
II Calloway County is going to
make changes in the 911 project,
we can't wait much longer. This
project is time consuming enough
i trhkout continuing unproductive
w.'i)
Well, enough with the
speculation.
- 11 the television show "Unsolved Mysteries" could have used
this story on its premiere show
Wednesday night, maybe we
would have more than
speculation.
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PenSion tax Oue loom$ large
FRANKFORT - As protests go
here, it won't go down in history for
the number of people crowding the
Capitol lawn, the cleverness of the
signs or the volume of the protesters
themselves. In fact, Rome Long of
Ashland was a solitary voice last
week speaking out against what he
believes is a wrong perpetrated on
him by the state.
And he's absolutely right.
Long came to Frankfort to pay his
quarterly income taxes. He's a retired employee of Armco and the tax
is on his pension. Long doesn't think
it's fair that he has to pay income
taxes on his pension while local,
state and federal government retirees are exempt from Kentucky
income taxes.
So he arrived at the Capitol with
20 SI bills and eight Federal Reserve Bank bags containing S400 in
pennies. Hauling around 40,0()0
pennies is no easy matter and in fact
Long needed help in just moving the
bank bags out of his car. But it was
his %%.i of geting the attention of
state government and making his
point.
Actually, Long really didn't have
to make that cumbersome effort to
get anyone's attention. The issue of
taxing prisate pensions is- very
much on the minds of state government of ficials. who fervently wish it
would go away. hut know that it
won't.
Federal retirees were granted an

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
income Lax exemption on their pensions by the General Assembly only
after the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
it unconstitutional for states to exempt some go‘emment pensions
but not all from income taxes.
With that entirely sensible piecedent in mind, private pensioners in
Kentucky sued over the tax issue
and Franklin Circuit Court not surprisingly ruled in their favor.
That case is now on appeal to the
State Supreme Court, which surely
will agree Ifs unconstitutional to tax
pris ate pensions

ment pensions.

and not govern-

The question Gov. Brereton
Jones and the General Assembly
almost certainly will have to decide
soon is whether to exempt all pensions from state income taxes, to tax
all pensions alike or to tax part of all
pensions, probably , the amount
above a certain income level. The
latter idea is apparently a favorite by
some legislative leaders.
Taking the next step and exempting all private pensions from income taxes would cost the state
about S50 million a year, hardly 1
percent of the General Fund but in
this day of annual revenue short-

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP, TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington DC. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Budding. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

tails, ifs no small sum of money
either.
That 550 million won't pave
many miles of highways, but it
would pay the salaries of a lot of
teachers' aides in classrooms across
the state.
In the end, exempting all pensions from state income taxes would
be the fairest course to take. After
all. private pensioners have been
required to pay an unconstitutional
tax for many years, while some and
now all government pensioners got
a free tax ride.
Also, however difficult it may be
to find S50 million from other
revenue sources to replace the tax
on private pensions, that effort
would be puny compared to the
inevitable political struggle to convince legislators to vote to tax all
government pensions or to tax part
of all public and private pensions.
Passing new taxes on anyone in
next year's legislative session will
be practically impossible.
If Rome Long and other angry
private pensioners want to contemplate a real Frankfort nightmare,
however, they should consider what
would happen if the courts rule the
state must repay back taxes to
private pensioners like themselves
in the same way federal retirees are
due money back from the state.
Now that would amount to considerably more than a few sacks of
pennies.
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--Piano recital to be held
at Murray State University
An eight-hand piano recital will
be presented in Murray State University's Farrell Recital Hall Of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at 8
p.m.. Tuesday, Oct. 5. Featured
performers arc two duo-piano
teams: Allison Nelson and Elaine
Harms of Martin, Tenn.. and Eleanor and Stephen Brown of Murray.
The recital, which is open to the
public free of charge, will include
works by Bach. Smetana. Grieg,
Consuntinides. Debussy, Gounod
and Sousa.
Nelson,a native of Australia, has
concerti/x(1 throughout the world.
She earned degrees from the University of Adelaide in Australia and
the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia. She has an honorary
doctorate from Mount Union University. For 20 years, she as
artist-in-residence at the University
of Tennessee at Martin, where she is
currently professor emeritus.
- Harms,a-flutest.as well1K-rum*:is director of Kindermusik of Martin. She received her bachelor's,
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master's and Ed.S degrees from the
George Peabody College of Vanderbitt University. She earned her
doctorate degree from the University of Michigan. She was named
Tennessee's Music Teacher of the
year by the Tennessee Music Teachers Association at the 1993 state
convention held at Nashville.
Eleanor Brow n holds degrees
from Wilson College_ and Yak
ersity. She has taught at OtterUniy.
hem n College. Allred UniYersity,
Ohio Dominican, Kenyon College
and Louisiana College. She is student -workshops chairwoman for the
Music Teachers Association.
Stephen Brown, professor of
_Avisict.at Murray State, is a graduate
of Yults University. the Naples
Conservatory of Music in Naples.
Ital). and Yale Universities. He
earned the doctorate in piano per•
formance from the Ohio State Uni-versityu --Sc-hoof of--Maw. He ispresident of the Kentucky Music
Teacher's Assoc jai ion
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Adults interested in the Bachelor
of Independent Studies (B.I.S.) degree at Murray State University ;an
learn more about the program during a seminar scheduled for Saturday, Dec. 4, in the Mississippi
Room of the Curris Center.
Persons considering the Bachelor
of Independent Studies may receive
an invitation to the seminar after
completing an application which
requires a S25 application fee.
Dr. Hughic Lawson, director of
the B.1.S. program,said the purpose
of the seminar is to give participants
enough information to enable them
to make an informed decision
whether to enter the program. Admission to the program requires
students who already have at least
12 semester hours of college credit.
"The B.1.S. program is intended
especially for adults who already
have college credits, but who had to
leave college before completing the
baccalaureate degree," Lawson
said. "We can help these people,
because the B.I.S. offers greater
flexibility in earning academic credits than traditional degree programs. This can be important for
adults who have other obligations,
such as .work or family."
Seminar participants will receive
a thorough introduction to the program, its requirements and the process of earning credits to fulfill
them."We want people interested in
the B.I.S. to contact us right away
about this seminar," Lawson said.
"This is imporunt because participants should get started early enough
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to obtain transcripts of their prey. 1college experience. Part of the
sem mar involves planning the student's future program, which requires a record of their college
credits."
For more information about the
seminar or to request an application
form, call the Murray State Center
for Continuing Education at (502)
762-3021 or 1-8(0-669-7654.

Pageant ratings
improved this year
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP)
— Television ratings for last
week's Miss America pageant
improved over 1992 but stayed
well below previous years.
The weekly ratings, compiled
by the A.C. Nielsen Co., ranked
the pageant No. 7. The show,
broadcast Saturday, received a
17.6 rating, which means it played in 16.6 million of the nation's
94.2 million TV homes.
Last year, the pageant placed
10th, with a 15.6 share. In 1991,
the show was No. 2: in 1990, No.
1; in 1989, No. 3; and in 1988.
No. I.
Pageant president Leonard
Horn attributed the ratings
increase to producer Jeff Margolis' changed format, which
included fewer production numbers, a slicker set and a more
casual dress code. Margolis, hired
this year to update the show, will
be back next year, Horn said.

p.m. N4•11.
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Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.
Ubby Hart's exhibition of watercolors will be on display in the downstairs gallery of the Murray Art Guild Oct. 3-27

Reception to open Hart's
exhibit at Murray Art Guild
dency training It w as hcre their I irst
child was born
The famil Men inov ed (a,k to
Murra), w here in addition to takim!
sh; has
care of their tour y
acti‘ely supported the arts as ss ell as
educational and is ic end c.i ii s in
Murray. libb) returned to 'vaulting
in 1978 to partiL 'pate in a w ater;°tor workshop yonduited at the MM.
ray Art Guild by Emily Wolfson
She has y(minuted pulling silk e
that time and 15.10 .ictise iiieiiiber ot
the Murra Art Guild Libtl ha,a
strong special sense of pattern and
color, w hich is es dciii in her paint
mgs of flow cr. and also in her
"nu:nor-LA t;rior
since 1975
The water,olors h) I Mb> Hart
still he on display in the doysnst.iirs
gallery at the Murra Art Guild
from October 3 until Octobcr 27
1el Guild is open 'Ink•.‘1.i.
11,
41n
Illant until
nesday and I

Flint knappers from the region '
\tunsell of N1a I wit!.
still gather for the second annual
treqUe1111!. 1k:florins sOlo de-Flint Knappers Weekend,'..hosted IllOnstratiOns at WI,klil Ic N1ounds,
by Murray State University's Wick- is coordinator of the event.
liffe Mounds Research Center on
The Wick Id le Mounds Reseal., It
Sept., 25-26.
Center is open dail trom 9 a in to
Flint knappers from western Ken- 4:30 p iii. Persons interested in this
tucky and surrounding states still be event may all 15021 335-36S I lor
comparing techniques, demonstrat- more intormation.
ing for Wickiffe Mounds visitors,
and teaching the ancient an of
making stone lixils.
Dr. Kit Wesler, director of Murray State University's archaeological research center, says stone chipping techniques are still widely
ne point,
misunderstood. ''At
someone published the idea that
'Daily & Weekly Rentals
ancient toolmakers heated rocks and
*Clean. Dependable Cars
then dropped cold water on them to
•Call Us For Rates
make them flake off," Wesler said.
"You still hear that. But modern
knaprx:rs know better, and that's
East Main St,
what our 'Flint Knappers Weekend'
753-4461
is all about."

Ross
Insurance
Agency
6th & Main
753-0489
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Wickliffe Mounds hosts weekend event

OUS

Ilk

Nlondo - Frida

On Sunday Octiberi I rom- 3' to
5pm at the Murray Art Guild, there
vill be a reception opening the
exhibition of watercolors by Libby
!tart (Elizabeth Rhea Finney Hart).
The community is Inv ited.
Libby is a native of West Kentucky and a graduate of Murray
about a career can receive help State University. During grade
school and high school at the Murduring the optional career survey
session which begins at 7:30 p.m. ray Training School, Libby was
particularly drawn to the classes in
"Many adults have questions abmusic and literature. All through
-art.
Billie
to
out careers," accOrding.
Burton. coordinator of the adult college at Murray State her greatest
interest was in the arts. One of her
outreach at Murray State. "Prospecpainting instructors at that time was
tive adult students who have atWilson (now Wolfson).
Emily
tended previous workshops tell us
Alter college and marriage her
the career survey is the most helpful
Ii Ic immediately led in a dit ferent
part of the workshop."
She taught In Louisville
direction.
Reservations can be made 11)
Vat& her husband. James C. Hart,
calling Murray State Um% ersit
WaS finishing medical school and
Center for Continuing Education
internship. Libby was also librarian
and Academic Outreach at 1-8(10at Ft. Knox while he was stationed at
6(9-7654 or 762-4150.
the hospital there and accompanied
• The workshop is free, but beDuke_tniv erstLy for resi..turn_.to
cause of limited Npace, reser-yarn-7sFriday,
by
22.
made
Oct.
be
must

Seminar to explain options
of BIS program at MSU

of money

other angry
to contempnightmare,
insider what
urts rule the
k taxes to
themselves
I retirees are
the state.
mint to concw sacks of

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

ABC workshop to provide
information about college
An Adults Belong in College
(ABC) workshop for the adult or
non-traditional student who is interested in learning more about auending college is scheduled from 6 to 9
p.m., Monday.Oct. 25,at the CUM%
Center Small Ballroom on Murray
State University's campus.
Sponsored by Murray State University, the workshop is designed
for people who have been out of
school a number of years and are
thinking of either beginning or
returning to college to earn an
undergraduate degree.
Presentations will be given on
financial aid, admissions procedures arrd-tutcx iilg sLIS
Participants Who are undecided
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Bicycle and Tricycle Rodeo planned Saturday
The annual Bicycle Rodeo will
be Saturday. Sept. 25, from 9 to
11:10 a.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center, College Farm Road.
Sponsors of the event are Calloway County 4-H, Wal-Mart and
Murray Optimist Club.
Bicycle events will be held for
all ages and tricycle events for
children. 6 and under. Also
included will be refreshments,
clowns, games, bicycle safety
checks and prizes.
All participants will be eligible
to enter a drawing at noon for a
bicycle.
Each participant must pay a 25
cents' registration fee and briwn
own bicycle or tricycle, as none

will be made available. Each
bicycle must be safety checked
by the Optimist Club. A participant may share a bicycle with
another participant.
Anyone riding or having their
bicycle outside the designated
area when not participating in an
event will be disqualified and
asked to leave the Rodeo area.
When not particpating in an
event, bicycles will be parked.
Each participant must have a
parent and/or guardian sign a
release before entering Rodeo
grounds. The release form is
printed near this story. Each one
sould complete this form and
bring it with you to the rodeo.
First place winriP3 age 9
•

BICYCLE RODEO APPLICATION
Age

Name
Address

Phone
School
Phone

Family Physician
Parent and/or Guardian:

Sign below if you agree for your child to attend the Bicycle Rodeo. By
signing below you agree for your child to have emergency treatment if
needed. The 4-H staff, volunteer leaders, University of Kentucky,MSU
or their employees, or Optimist Club will not be liable for accidental
injury.
Signed
(Parent or Guardian)

•

'Fill Out Application Form And Bring It And S.25 Registration With
You

Bulbs
NEW! JUST ARRIVED!

Jackson&Frkie
Tulip of the Year' Collection

Pansies - Pumpkins - Tulip Bulbs
Galion Size
Garden Mums

759-4512

through 19 are eligible for state
competition.
Participants must be present at
drawing to be eligible for prizes.
Drawing and awards will be at
noon.
Jane Steely, County Extension
Agent in 4-H, said "participation

Four-H is an agency of United
Way.

District Methodist workshop
to be Sunday at local church
Why do some congregations
show rapid numerical growth
while others in their own denomination are declining?
This question will be addressed
at a workshop led by Herb Miller, an internationally acclaimed
expert in church growth and vitality. on Sunday, Sept. 26. from 2
to 9 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
"Building and Leading a Magnetic Church," led by Miller,
equips clergy and laity with practical "how-to" insights, ideas, and
methods that maximize congregational effectiveness in reach-out
and membership growth.
Clergy and church members
from every denomination, size
and community setting can immediately put to use the dozens of
practical answers Miller will give
to the following questions:
'What methods and programs
from growing churches can be
transferred to other churches?
'Can numerical growth occur
without compromising theological integrity?
!Is our congregational climate
conducive to growth?
'What methods can our church
use to motivate members to invite
their friends and acquaintances to
attend worship?
*What methods can our church
use to increase its public visibility in the community?
'Why do people visit morning
worship for the first time?
'Why do first time worship
visitors return a second time?
The format will be a mixture
of lecture, question-and-answer
sessions, idea sharing, handouts,
and resource recommendations

Hoffman's
Al,

Hwy. 94 East, Murray — Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-4, Closed Sun.

WOMEN'S

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

_J

Coldwater plans homecoming
Coldwater Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on
Sunday, Sept. 26. The Rev. Ochs Shultz, former pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. The church was organized 85 years ago. A basket meal
will be served at noon. A gospel singing featdrirtg the group.
Rejoice, will be at 1:30 p.m.

Ladies' Day at Glendale
Ladies' Day at Glendale Road Church of Christ will be Saturday,
Sept. 25, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The featured speaker will he
Galina Koval, a native of Leningrad, Russia. For the past several
years. she has worked for World Christian Broadcasting in Nashville, Tenn. Prior to that, she was a university professor and an intourist guide in her native country of Russia. A brunch will be served
and a supervised nursery will be provided for children, 5 and
under. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Seniors plan yard sale
Senior Citizens will have a yard sale on Friday and Saturday.
Sept. 24 and 25, at the Wcaks Community Center. This is open to
any senior who wants to participate. For more information call
753-0929.

Chestnut General plans event
Herb Miner
that have practical value for local
church leaders.
Miller has conducted hundreds
of seminars and consultations for
local churches and judicatories in
many denominations. He is the
author of nine books, including
The Vital Congregation. He is
also editor of Net RCSUILS, a
monthly church-vitality and leadership journal with readers in 60
denominations.
Registration for the conference
will begin at 1:30 p.m. Sunday at
the Murray church. To preregister, contact the church office
at 753-3812. The cost is $15 per
person. This includes the price of
a meal to be served during the
conference.
The conference will be sponsored jointly by First United
Methodist Church of Murray and
the Paris District of the United
Methodist Church.

Sugar Creek Baptist Church plans
annual homecoming events Sunday
Sugar Creek Baptist Church,
located nine miles east of Murray
on Faxon-Newburg Road, will
have its annual homecoming on
Sunday, Sept. 26.
Sunday School will begin at 10
a.m. with Harold Wyau as superintendent. The Rev. Bill Miller,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. A
basket dinner will follow the
worship service.
In the afternoon, Jack Miller,
music director, will be in charge

JO'S DATEBOOK

will not be permitted without
written- parental consent. Please
bring the signed application and
release form as printed near this
story."

of the singing service. This year
no special quartet or groups will
be featured as local talent will be
used. All singers, whether trios,
duets, solos, or quartets are urged
to attend.
"All former members and pastors are given a special invitation
to come back home to Sugar
Creek, worship and have fellowship with former friends and relatives. Everyone is invited," said
Pastor Miller.

Chestnut General Baptist Church, located on Chestnut Street at
North Third Street, Murray, will have its annual homecoming on
Sunday, Sept. 26. The Rev. Jerry Bradford, pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. service with a potluck meal to follow. A gospel singing featuring The Faithmen from Mifflin, Tenn., will be at 1.30 p.m. The
public is invited to attend.

Hospital Retirees will meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday. Sept. 25, at 10 a.m. for breakfast at Log
Cabin Restaurant. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former employees. For information call Nancy McClure at
492-8640 or Lottic Brandon at 753-3517.

Cheerleading Clinic Saturday
Murray High School Cheerleaders will sponsor their annual
Cheerleading Clinic for persons; ages 5 and up, on Saturday. Sept.
25, from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the high school. This will include
instruction in cheerleading skills, cheers, sidelines, jumps and porn
poms. Awards will be given to all participants. To register call any
MHS cheerleader or 753-1564. Registration will be from 9 to 9:30
a.m. The fee will be SIO per person. Each one is asked to bring a
sack lunch and drinks will be provided.

Club entries are wanted
Sue Allison, second vice president of Murray Woman's Club,
reminds all members of the deadline for notice of entries in the
First District Arts and Crafts Contest at Kentucky Dam Village on
Oct. 6. Allison said it is necessary that members with entries in
photography, painting, needlework, embroidery, cross stitch, quilting, pottery, basket weaving, latch hook, Christmas decorations,
braided rugs, etc., call her by Saturday, Sept. 25, at work,
753-6161, or after 5 p.m. at home, 353-.O9. Entry forms must be
at the district by Friday, Oct. 1.

Elm Grove plans revival
Elm Grove Baptist Church will have revival services starting
Sunday, Sept. 26, and continuing through Thursday. Sept. 30. The
Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor of Ohio Valley Baptist Church, Ledbetter, will be the guest speaker for services at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
on Sunday and 7 p.m., Monday through Thursday. Don Smith is
song leader. The pastor, the Rev. David Brasher, invites the public
to attend.

Adult Great Books Group to meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Sept.
27, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Gary Schroeder
will lead a discussion of Faust Part 1 by Goethe. All persons who
have read the book are invited to take part in the discussion.

SPECIALLY FOR WOMEN

"HEALTH ISSUES
FOR WOMEN IN
THE

SEPTEMBER 24-26
REGISTER TO

DQ COMBO
Short Hot Dog
& Small Milkshake

One Hour FREE Lecture Series

WIN

A Pair of Shoes

Featuring Dr. George V.Jirak,
013/GY7\/Infertihry

Drawing to be held September 26

Tax included
1
3
°

•Cheese 10c extra

Sponsored by PineLake Medical Center

Smply drop off a business card or WI oul a registration blank at any location.

Tuesday, September 28, 1993,7p.m.
C-ommuniry CAinference Room

Save Up To 25% on popular name brands like:

CONNIE
Hush Puppies

GEORGE V.JIRAK. M.D.

Join Dr.Iirak as he discusses various health

agliren

concerns of women in the years ahead.
For more mfomicatort or to register call 502-251-4545

SOFT SPOTS

PINELAKE MEDICAL CENTER

•Premium Flavors 10a extra
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Jackson at Carleton College

Area homemakers hold meeting
By JUDY STAHLEA
Area Homemakers Write/
Vanda Gibson of Calloway
County presided at a meeting of
Purchase Area Homemakers
Council held Aug.' 23 at Bluegrass Restaurant in Ballard County with the latter as host. Present
were 24 council members.
President Gibson reported on
her trip to the National ASSOCilbon for Family and Community
Education meeting that was held
in New Orleans, La., Aug. 9-13.
Also attending were. three other

area council members, Janie
Hight, Frances Howard and Judy
Stahlcr.
Louise Kuykendall of Ballard
County gave the devotion.
Reports were given by Winn
Huyck of McCracken County,
secretary, and Beverly Bunch of
Fulton County. treasurer.
Jcrelyn Ward of Fulton County
reported on the upcoming Area
Annual Day to he Thursday, Oct.
14, at First Baptist Church, South
Fulton. "The Little Engine That
Could" will be theme of the
meeting-. The meal will be $6 per

person and reservations should be
made by Tuesday, Oct. 5.
Ms. Kuykendall reported that
Cultural Arts Exhibit would be
held with the area annual day.
Items would be judged the day
before the meeting nad displayed
at the Area Annual Day for all to
view.
Myra Dunn of Ballard County
presented revised By-Laws and
Standing Rules of the Purchase
Area Homemakers Council.
Theses were discussed and will
be voted on by the voting deleBeverly Stone Riddle
gates during the area annual Day.
Francis Smith, area clothing
chairman from Marshall County,
reported on Cal's Coats Accessories with the deadline for donating items to this project being
Friday, Sept. 24
Sept. 30.
Singie Tee/610 p.m./Corvette Lanes and
Theta Nicholson, Food and
then to Pagliai's. Info/Wynnona,
753-7845, or Joe. 1-527-9177.
Nutrition chairman from Carlisle
Slagks Organisational Society (SOS)/7 County, presented information
Beverly Stone Riddle recently
p.m/Chamber of Commerce to go to Boq
ogiiiciwn rot dancing. Info/Jeanne, from -the Heart Assoriatirm-on the-- - aTtended InternMioltat
731-0224, or Linda, 437-4414
project, "Food & Heart." Each
non Days for TOPS members
Hazel. Cealtr/open 10 a.m.-2 pm /for
county was asked to help the
who lost the most weight in 1992
senior citizens' activities.
Heart Association with a display for each division. This was held
Weeks Center/open 8 a m.-4 p.m /for
at a local grocery store on Oct. at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, July
senior citizens' activities. Yard sale starts
15.
15-17.
today.
Beverly Bunch. Fulton County
AA and Al-Ame .open to newcomers/8
Riddle was given a second
p.m/American Legion Building, South
president, asked the area home- place plaque in Division 4 for
Sixth and Maple. Murray, Info/753-8136
makers to support Flood Relief losing_69% potohis. She also
or 435-4314.
Fund for sister homemakers in .4"ion/first place Stale Division and
Morray/Ketitecky Lake Chapter of
neighboring states.
international
second
National Association of Retired Federal
Attending from Calloway
Winner.
Employees/1110 a m./Sirioin Stockade.
Murray Coentry Club dinner/7-8.30
County were Gibson and Stabler.
Over 3,000.people attended the
The next council meeting will be ceremonies held at Four Season's
p.m. For reservations by Thursday night.
753-6113
Feb. 28 in Calloway County.
Convention Center.
Main Street Youth Center. 205 North
National Homemakers' Week
At the State Recognition Days
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
will be celebrated Oct. 11-17. held June 4-5 -at Paducah, Riddle
753-TEEN.
Any one interested in joining the received first place honors and
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Kentucky Extension Homemakers was recognized as queen of
G A's Kick Off Rally/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
may contact their local extension Chapter TOPS SKY 383 at
include Senior Adults to Reelfoot/10 a.m.
office.
Benton

Riddle named
for honors at
TOPS events

CALENDAR
Thureday, Sept. 23
Pubik Hoarier, to discuss construction of
a four-lane highway connecting Cadiz and
Mayfield/7 p.m./Llird Auditonum. Colims
Building, Murray State University.
Murray Cly Ciseaci1/610 p.m./City
11.11
Prepared Childbirth Class/7.
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Homiest Society of Calloway County/7
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Compassnelate Frimids/710 p.m./board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/498-8324 or 762-1274.
TOPS 4469 Chaptel16 p.m./Annex Of Calloway County Public Library. Kathy Timmons .speaker at program/7 pm
Christia• Minks Group/7 p.m./at 800
North 20th Si., Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard. 759-9994.
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p.m /club house.
Calloway County High School Freshmen
Football Boys host Lone Oak/6 pm
First Christian Church events include
Youth prayer time in parlor/5 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Narcelics Anotaysaosts/7.30 p.m./St. John
Episcopal Church Info/753-0781_
Singles Friendship or Paris, Tenn./7:30
p.m./Farm Bureau Building, Pans. Info/
Kennith Broach. 753-3580
AA and Al-Aaint closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center. Benton.
Chapter SO of Disabled Amencan Veterans and Auxiliary/7 Rm./Legion Hall.
Murray Kit-reek Clutil6 p.m /Sirloin
Stockade
MSU Ciaenta International Society
movie. "Raise the Red Lantem"/710
p.m./Curris Center Theater_ Admission
free.
Imperials concen/8 p m./Curris Center
Ballroom. Murray State University
Friday, Sept. 24
Murray Christian Women's Club's Dinner of Champions/6:30 p.m /Murray
Woman•s Club house.
"Your Baby Talks To You" Class/1
p.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
sponsored by Family Resource Center.
753-3070.
Coldwater Vatted Methodist Church
yard sale/8 a.m./church.
Parkinson's Support Group/2
p.m./private dining room of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. Info/
762-1100.

First Prrsbyteriaa Church events include
Korean Study Group/7 p.m.
First Christie. Church events include
Singles/6 p.m./Pagliai's.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray High Scheel events include MIA
Region 1 at MSU. Varsity football team
hosts Russellvillet7:30 p.m.; 111-Y sponsored dance after game.
Calloway County High- School I.akers
played football game at Union
County/7:30 p.m.
MSU Claes& International Society
movie. "Raise the Red Lantem"/7:30
pm/Curtis Center Theater. Admission
free.
Murray Art Guild open 10 am.-4 p.m.
Games for members only/8 p.m./Murray
Moose I.odge.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4•15 p.m
Laid Betwee• the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace; Planetarium show/11
a.m. and 2 p.m./Visitor Center; National
Homecoming Ride/8 am/Wranglers
Camp.

Whitney Nicole Gardner feted
at events for her first birthday
Whitney Nicole Gardner,
daughter of Shawn and Kellie
Gardner of Murray, recently celebrated her first birthday with a
series of parties.
On her birthday, Aug. 12,
Whitney and her friends had a
breakfast party at the home of her
babysitter, Jeanne Underhill.
Blueberry cakes were served to
Zachary Underhill, Sara Darnell
and Taylor Miller.
The following weekend Whitney celebrated' with family at a
party given by her parents at their
home. "The Little Mermaid"
bake, homemade ice cream and
soft drinks were served. Children
played games and Little Mermaid
treat bags were distributed.
Attending and sending gifts
were her parents; her maternal
grandparents, Don and Nikki
Faulkner of South Fulton; Scott
and Billie Faulkner, Christopher
Tiffany and T.J. of Union City,
Tenn.; her paternal grandparents,
Joan Hill and Dan and Pam Gardner; Shannon and Jody Gardner;
Stacey and Jeanne Underhill,
Corey and Zachary; Arvis and
Martha Thorn and Janna; and
Roszella Williams, all of Murray.
A birthday cake and supper
was also held at the home of
great-grandparents, Owen and
Katie Faulkner of Union City.
Sending wishes were Doug and
Judy Rambo, Brian,-Heather and
Kevin, Union City: Terry, Gail

and Cassie Faulkner, Atlanta,
Ga.; Robert and Julie Straw and
David, Southfield, Mich.; Keith
and Deana Fulkncr, South Fulton.

NORTHFIELD, Minn.- Carolyn Jackson, the daughter of
Donald Jackson of Murray.
entered Carleton College this fall,
She is a graduate of Murray High
School.
The 488 students in this year's
freshman class were selected
from a pool of more than 2,690
applicants. They represent 42

states. the District of Columbia
and six foreign countries.
New students began and orientation week designed to introduce
them to College faculty, administrators, staff and more than 50
campus organizations on Sept. 5.
Classes for Carleton's 127th
academic year began Sept. 10.

•15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
AsK Us
-Computerized Records
\ About _
patient
'
Cards & Gift Items
intorfilati°" •PCS •Medimet
Leallet5
•BC BS •Pa4 State Aid
'Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

By AMBER D. SIEGIAOND
Public Library Writer

Hi. this is Amber filling in for
-Ben-Gra-yes-while-he-is out of
town. We have received severalbooks recently that I would like
to tell you about.
• • •

Deadlock is a VI. Warshawski
mystery in large print. Sara
Parasky tells an intriguing story
about V.I.'s search for answers in
the death of her cousin Boom
Boom, a well known hockey
player.
Other books by Sara Paretsky
include Guardian Angel and Burn
Marks.
• • • •
Joseph F. Girzone. a retired
priest tells a story called, "a parable for today." Joshua, a peaceful
man living on the outskirts of a
small town, causes unease among
sOme residents and calm among
others, and is finally confronted
about his past and his life in his
town. Find out about Joshua and
his life in this large-print book.

Physics and Astronomy Department at Murray State University.
The father is employed at Fitts
Block Company,
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Rogers of Hazel, Jimmy
Garland of Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. Gayle Russell of Mayfield.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Mabel Story Rogers, Mrs. Lucille
Garland and Mrs. Sylvia Stone,
all of Murray.

•••••••••••••••,••••••,...•••••••••••••••••

• • • •
Carñille Marcheita, ghostwriting for lvana Trump, tells the
story about Katrinka van Hollen
and her glamorous lifestyle..Kat-nnka, her devoted husband Mark
and her jealous ex-husband Adam
make Free to Live a wonderful
story that is very similar to Ivana's own life. If you like stories
about hte rich and famous, this
book is a can't miss.
• • • •
LaVyrIc Spencer tells a compassionate story about Abigail
McKenzie's fight against true
love and a choice that no woman
should ever have to make. A
choice between David, 3 gentle.
loving man who promioscs Abigail more happiness than she ever
hoped for, and Jesse, whose rude,
roughly handsome nature she
finds very appealing. Which man
will Abigail choose? To find out
read Hummingbird, one of the
many large-print books found in
our library.
• • • •
The last book I would like to
tell you about is the 1993 Hometown Collection of America's
Best Recipes. This cookbook
offers a wide variety of excellent
recipes. The recipes selected
offer you a glimpse into regional
cuisines, family traditions, and
community concerns of the people who create the cookbooks. If
you like cookbooks, this is one
you need to check out.
• • • •
I hope that this column is as
well prepared and throught out as
any Ben could have done. Please
stop by and see us anytime at the
library.

••••••••••••*woe. ••••14

•• •••

753-1462

109 S. 4th St.

WE'VE BEEN
THINKING ON
YOUR FEET.
SOFT

Ii took a lot of thought
to make Solt Spots.
so .ountortable Caress. step ‘xith
ing!
ion exer‘
sott, luxurious leathers
anti ext I ( ti.hioning
Solt Spots.. Truly
intelligent tootviear
lol all ifio,

All

LIBRARY NEWS

Rogers baby girl born
Mr. and Mrs. Don Rogers of
Rt. 4, Murray, are the parents of
a daughter, Allison Story Rogers,
born on Friday, Sept. 10, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds eleven ounces and measured 20Y2 inches. They have a
son, Kyle Dcvin Rogers, born
April 4, 1988.
The mother, the former Rhonda
Garland, is on leave from the
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SPOTS'

Da i; (om f or I -

5 off any style

hoe
hack

Soft Spots4 with coupon in the
current issue of
Woman's Day.
Olynipic Plant •

751)-4795

REVIVAL
Elm Grove
Baptist Church
September 26-30
Guest Speaker - Rev. Wayne Carter
Pastor (4 Ohio Vcilleti it(ipiLst Church
1:e(lbetter. Kt/

Pastor - Rev. David Brasher
Song Leader - Don Smith
Services:
11 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.
Sunday
..... 7 p.m.
Monday-Thursday

Everyone Welcome!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• goo.*

'
A

k

753-MEAT
g
all;

USDA Choice

Center Cut Brisket.. $2.79 lb
Beef
glatraiteS

Pick a mum and
receive

10-20-30% off

Spare Ribs

990 lb

Pork

Baby Back Ribs
Platter Style

Bacon

$3.49 lb
$1.59 lb

your total
purchase price.
lai
Prices Good Thru Oct. 9

We have Genuine Columbo Brand Sour
Dough Bread & Rolls from San Francisco
Mon -Fri 9 a m.-6 pm.:Sat 9 a m -5 p.m
406 S. 12th St. •

Wbkoey Nicole Gardner

-•.•••••••••p.•-•.-

Murray • 753-7435

"Quality and Service are #1"
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Teleprompter prompts
wrong speech to Clinton

FISH- SEAFOOD. BAR4-0 • SANDWICH- BREAKFAST

FAMILY RESTAURANT z
2 HOMEPLACE
Hwy. la Neagh •
m
•
,

o'

8
U.

ot

la
U)

•
X

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Shrimp Special

$3.75
i in (si':( 115)1'

Timm Tug

m

E

z

with Iduithroorn Crarey or Grass
Nippers & Onbona
Taw Salad
A 05
Chow* or puimic
Texas Toast
SP"i•Iii

CI
X

(b

oz. Pork Cho.
Teo Saba.
Clow ‘Palato,

/11,41104
Friday & Saturday
8 oz. Sirloin Tips

rn

CO

ft,

Saturday & Sunday.
Country Ham

$4.95

=i

m

7K
Breakfast $3.15
IT.
.I.SVA)IY3litl • HOIMONIIS • 0-8-1:11/8 • 0001V3S - Ha

ES-1-N•G-0

Murray High School students ghotogrephed In front of a picture of the chit
eau de Maimaison, Josephi* Bonaparte's home in Paris.

Sponsored by Murray Shrine club

Classes participate in exhibit

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

*2•500 Letter H Jackpot!!!ãjjoiin
• 14 Gameb — $100 Each
• 81000 Jackpot — (55) Number Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each *eck
• Letter "H" — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $2500!

The Adult Living and Home
Economics classes of Murray High
School recently participated in the
Napoleon Exhibit in Memphis, TN,
--SpOriSiared by Kroger. During the
Kroger Education Week,the classes
worked on various projects. For
example, they researched the life of
Napoleon Bonaparte and his reign
in France. The students also worked
in groups on their own project
designs. Among them, were two
'banners; one by Stephanie Mott,
Suzy McVey, Mike Steffey,- and Kathy Bomba;.and one by Christopher Fuhrmann, Brian Flickenger,
Allison Graham, and Courtney
Adams. A t-shirt was designed for
the class by Gene McDonald, Andy
Gupton, Chad Caldwell, Jay Oatman, and Scott Krieb. These three
projects were displayed at the Mur-

Inor,tris
pm 44
rc-em 4,
07
0404k.,
Ots

(Consolation Prize - 10% of 'it Jackpot, minimum

• 3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60, 75'4 and 90'.

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 421 North, Murray, Ky.

Aren't You I
Glad There's

ray Kroger and were recently transported to the Napoleon Exhibit to he
displayed.
•
Since returning frprothe
the classes have composed personal
thank-you notes to be sent to Kro,
ger. The Adult Living class is nus.
in the process of planning a formal
French dinner with a Napoleonic
theme, including official recipes
used by chefs at the exhibit in
Memphis.

Myers said today.
The right speech was in there.
"just 54 pages into the file," she
said.
"It took five to seven minutes
to fix while he was speaking,"
said David Dreyer, a communications staffer who helped write the
speech.
Clinton went on talking, nevertheless. "It's the mark of a good
speaker," presidential counselor
David Gergen boasted of his
boss. He described the mistake as
"a technical glitch."
Clinton was well versed in the
speech. He had practiced it
repeatedly and made changes in
the text all the way up to his
departure from the White House.
But really, how could the president of the United States get the
wrong speech? '.'We're trying to
determine it," Communications
Director Mark Gcaran said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Maybe it's the price you pay, President Clinton. for tinkering with
your speech till the last minute.
When Clinton stepped to the
podium to deliver his nationally
broadcast speech on health care
Wednesday night, the wrong
speech began to scroll before his
eyes on the screens of his
TelePrompTer.
Instead of health care, it was
the Feb. 17 address that Clinton
delivered the last time he went
before a joint session of
Congress.
The president made a quick
comment to Vice President Al
Gore, seated behind him, and
Gore immediately left to alert
aides.
Clinton aide George Stephanopoulos "had no blood left in his
body" upon finding out, White
House spokeswoman Dee Dee

Olivia Newton-John copes with cancer

LOS ANGELES(AP) — Olivia Newton-John says she's learned
. ...The Murray High siudimis Acta- to cope with breast cancer.
"A lot of it is in your mind.
got to experience the Napoleon
You have to decide that you're
Exhibit would like to thank Kroger
for all of their help and for provid- going to be OK," Miss Newtoning us with the exhibit tickets, Kay John said Tuesday. "I'm healthy,
Blakley for chaperoning our trip; fit and fine now."
She made her comments on
and especially our teacher, Mrs.
Sally Crass,for giving us the oppor- KCAL-TV's "Live in L.A." talk
show. She did not discuss what
tunity to witness the event.
type of treatment she received for
the cancer.
The singer and actress disclosed she had breast cancer in
July 1992, saying it had been
detected early. About 182,00
women will be diagnosed with
breast cancer this year in the
United States, and about 46,000
will die from it, the American
Cancer Society estimates.
"It really refocused my life,"

she said. "When you go through
something like that, it puts everything else in perspective. I was
trying to be everything to everybody — I was Mom, I was trying
to save the world, and I was running a business. I strongly
believe that illness is related to
your mind and stress and your
feelings."
Miss Newton-John, who turns
45 on Sunday, lives in Malibu
with her husband, Matt Lattanzi,
and 7-year-old daughter, Chloe.
She starred opposite John Travolta in the 1978 movie
"Grease." As a singer, her hits
include "Let Mc Be There,"
"Have YOU Ever Been Mellow?'
"Physical," "I Honestly Love
You," "Magic" and "You're
the One That I Want."

1 1101111111e$1111
1/1.1c$S111
DIAMOND ot GOLD
SURPLUS SELL-OFF CARAVAN
EWELERS

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Dear Friends,
It's been 12 years since our first "Record
We've
Breaking Caravan Sale".
gathered items from our Manufacturing
Division, Over-Runs, Unclaimed Layaways,
Salesman's Samples and our Overstocks to
present a "2 WEEKS ONLY PUBLIC
SALE". Hurry-You'll Never Save More!!!
Louis Michelson
•e::1••••

99

111 1111 GAL.
Semi-Gloss Latex Enamel
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1
4
7

wh'

Home mprove-lt Sale!

OUR
BEST!

)
•:r
- 114N- --

41,-is.0. • W''
•-,mitil '
‘1%

•Interior
•12 Year Durability
•One Coat Coverage
•Scrubbable
•Stain Resistant
-•Low Spatter
•Non -Yellowing
•Color Fast
16557

0
am44
EA

ACE.

10' x 25' Poly Film
3 mil all-plityr5e poly hJs Inindretl of
C house iirar or lilac k 58205

14K. DIAMOND
EARRINGS
OR 14K.
HERRINGBONE
BRACELET

199

DOORBUSTERS

100% Silicone Sealant

AVE
Moretworo
EXTRA
SPECIAL

TENNIS*
1 CARAT

icif

PANDA COIN
REPLICA

BRACELET,4
0-

DIAMOND
EARRINGS

TULIP CLUSTERS

c-c5 $388

Seals joints and cracks in doors
or windows. Can be applied below freezing. 50 Year Warranty.
White Only. 10.1 oz. 11315

38

YOUR $
CHOICE

Sanpuhbi es
Diamonds

(
'Tape
Duck
Strong, sticky, waterproof
all-purpose tape 2" x 60 yd

$188

DIAMOND
ANNIVERSARY
BAND

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
SOLID GOLD

See your Helpful Hardware Man at:

ACE
Mirdworfa

18" WIDE
CHAIN
SUPPLY COMPANY
JEWELERS

208 E. Main

753-7695
•rAPPROXINIATE TOTAL WEIOHT • TRADE-INS EXCLUDED
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Woodmen offers a wide variety of
life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax-deferred interest features.
To find the plan that meets your
needs. contact:
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0.4 TIGER odts
FOOTBALL

GO
TIGERS
GO"...
Tony Boyd
taified Iru.unnr, Coorowlor

759-1542
FORD
MERCURY

MURRAY HIGH

LI NCOLN
Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
"Tigers for •
the past
65 years.

Russellville

Woodmen
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WESTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE

Life Insurance Society
Cimallsd. Flearsolut

Friday
David L Hudapoth
WOW Bldg.
3rd & Mapira
Murray, KY 42011
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.Self Service 'Full Service
'Major Brand Oils
Cncvror Card, Major Credit C•rds & Antencan Express Accepted
'Quality Sert ice at (.'ompetittLe Pricrx"
South 12th • Murray • Moak Stalinism, Mr. • 753-1116

A Taste of Home Cooking
All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.
Irifii
iit
a;

Catfish Dinners
2 Pc. $4.95
3 Pc. $5.95
All You Can Eat $7.25

1..w.\..„...,..,

Pn--41-11)1117C1 <Tarr,

Prescription Specialists
Fast Friendly Service

4146

10 oz. Ribeyes $7.50

759-9245

Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders

RUDY'S
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632

39

Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m., Fn. 5:30-9 p.m.
Sat 3-9 p.m., Sun. Closed

GAL.
Enamel

1

Good Luck
Tigers!
From Your Friends At...

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
3111`.11,,04 491

, 1,

,Ireo I •

7`,1 41;12

We stand on the strength of our sauce)

That's State Farm
insurance."

Sealant
State Farm Insurance Companies
kome Offices Bloomington Illinots

cs in doors
'palled beWarranty.
11315

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
los N. 12th (Nest to m.o.,..i.r.)759-9888
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Mareerare

111: 11,

•
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Murray High Offense
Sr.
C- 55 Willie Wells
OGOGOTOTTESEOBFBTBFL-

69 Jon Bell
67 Gene McDonald
62 Adam Blalock
64 Chad Caldwell
44 Robert Weatherly
9 Ted Booth
15 Brent Keller
32 Mitch Downey
4 Chris Cheaney
2 James Curtis .

So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr
Jr.
Jr
Sr
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

NG- 80
DT- 62
DT- 44
DE- 9
DE- 69
LB-i• 64
LB- 32
CB- 22
CB- 5
SS- 25
FS- 4

T.J. Myhill
Adam Blalock
Robert Weatherly
Ted Booth
Jon Bell
Chad Caldwell
Mitch Downey
Kevin Knight
Chris Allen .
Victor Perry
Chris Cheaney

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

GO
TIGERS!
IA1111)111'

M&T Painting
ontractors

BOONE
(TEANEm
753-2552

pr,oto

Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-1

Good Luck
Tigers!

Russellville Defense
DTDTDEDELBLBLBLBCBCBS-

64
65
66
61
72
4
24
28
20
33
8

David Gilbert
Courtney Coker
Chris Duffey
Morris Beard
Travis Long
Joe Morris
Carl Brenner
O.T. Todd
Stacy Grady
James Calloway
Tim Tucker .

Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.

Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
753-2411

201 S. 3rd St.

Russellville Offense
OB- 1 Randall Morrow .... Jr.
Jr.
FB- 24 Carl Brenner
Jr.
HB- 9 Stacy Morris
HB- 33 James Calloway .. Sr.
Sr.
C- 53 Jason Humble
Jr.
G- 74 Matt Britt
Jr.
G- 66 Chris Duffey
Jr.
.
T— 65 Courtney Coker
Jr.
T- 76 Marlin Hines
Sr.
LE- 88 John Zavro
Jr.
RE- 28 O.T. Todd

•

RPMinAlta

Free Estimates

753-9382
Pawl 1111001

753-0487
Somme

Tidwell

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages

"Your local certified
marble manufacturer."

Thornton
Tile and
Marble,Inc.
'Quality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

•

Domino's Value Pizza
Carry-Out Only

$10"

Your choice of one topping only

Expires 12-31-93

753-3030
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Murray High fullback Mitch Downey (32) tries to lead junior tailback Chris Cheaney (4) through a hole during
last Friday's 28-21 overtime win over Marshall County.

Murray High Defense

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -
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Racer defense worth listening to
Murray stopping foes
with new 4-3 defense
By STEVE PARKER
s;xarts Editor
When Houston Nutt took the
Murray State coaching job, he
said the offense would have the
look of Florida State and the
d. tense would run to the football:
'Fan S Will be able to close
their eses and listen to them
Say"
Three games through his first
season, the offense is somewhere
in Georgia on the way to Tallahassee while the defense is right
on schedule.
After a gritty performance at
Marshall two weeks ago, the Racer defense held Southeast Missouri's Kelvin "Earthquake"
Anderson-led offense to nine first
downs and 245 total yards.
-No doubt," Nutt says, the
ilefen,e has turned Stewart Stadium into a sound stage,
"II you closed your eyes
J lira in st SEMO...well, my dad is
hard of hearing and he heard
them playing Saturday night," the
first-year coach said.
If you use your eyes, you will
hole that the Racer defense is the
obi° Valley Conference's No. 1
defense against the rush and No.
2 overall.
Upon Nutt's arrival, he imme!lately switched from Mike
!sfahoney's much-maligned widetackle six to a standard 4-3. But,
he and defensive coordinator Kim
liameron insist that turning
around last year's pourous
defense started at ground level.
"The biggest thing we had to
do was teach them to play hard
and run to the football," said
Ivamcron, who Came to MSU
iron' Nevada-Las Vegas. "Our
biggest improvement wasn't what
we did scheme-wise, these kids
Are working hard."
To a - man, every Racer player
.••Itnits that they've never worked
oarder on the football field. Yet,
they hasen•t had as much fun
playing the game.
"this is especially true on
defense, where you better play
with emotion and have fun or
'II he henchhound.
"It's a lot more fun to play
titan last year," senior defensive
end Joe I cpsis said. "Coach
)1 arneron is so enthusiastic, runt,ing around, jumping on people,
d • brings it tenthusiasm) to us."

"Coach Damcron is a great
defensive coordinator," said
junior Beau Brown, who thought
about quitting football until Nutt
and the new staff arrived. "He
came in and got us wanting to
play defense. It was easy to get
discouraged the last couple of
years. Now, we have a whole different attitude. You can't explain
it, it's just a look in the (players')
eyes."
Dameron, who played defensive back at the University of
Arkansas for four years before a
professional career with the
Memphis Showboats of the
USFL, greets his defense with
hugs and high-fives when they
return -to the -stdeline -after 3 SItv.
ccssful series.
"That starts at the top with
Houston," Dameron said of the
staff's high-energy approach. "I
feel hke I've always been an
enthusiastic person and so is
Charlie (Wiles) and Coach (Larry) McClain. The kids see it in us
and hopefully that rubs off on
what they're doing."
As much as the players have
enjoyed the breath of fresh, funfilled air that has blown into
Stewart Stadium, they appreciate
their coaches dedication to
details.
"The coaches get us prepared,"
said senior defensive back ter-

See Page 11

As Wildcats struggle,
Curry's honeymoon
at Kentucky is over

•

By MIKE BABRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
honeymoon is over for Bill
Curry.
Last weekend's 24-8 loss to
Indiana brought the Fellowship of
the Miserable out in full force.
Even those who have supported
Curry (as much as fickle fans can
support a coach) are questioning
if he IS the right man for the Kentucky job.

FR

maim
we 1
of 0
the
Cate
and
BILL CURRY

crec
gun

Carolina.
Curry has promised a wideopen offense, one that attacks the
entire field. He has pledged an
aggressive defense that is relentless in pursuit of the ball.
But the offense appears to be
out of the Woody Hayes playbook with its three-yards-and-acloud-of-dust predictability. And
there are still too many gamecosting lapses on defense.
Curry is strong-willed. When
adversity reared its ugly head at
Georgia Tech, he persevered and
turned the program into a winner.
He took a winning program at
Alabama, and left it a winner.
But Curry's forceful personality hasn't carried over to his players. They don't display that determined demeanor week after week
during the course of a season.
When Curry spoke of the
"defiant" look on his players'
faces after the heart-choking

spri

MAL

MIKE
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Press
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Defensive coordinator Kim Dameron makes a big hit on safety Beau
Brown after a Racer defensive stand.

Curry is in his fourth season as
coach of the Wildcats. For the
most part, the fans and media
have been patient as he has tried
to assemble a winning program
with talented players, an array of
coaches, and. a variety of offensive and defensive schemes.
For the past three years, Curry
has talked about his players being
stronger and faster. Recruiting
services have praised the players
'he-has been able t9 attract to his
-program.
But those off-the-field accomplishments haven't been reflected
with on-the-field success. His
record is 12-24 going into Thursday night's game at South II See Page 11
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Southeast Missouri's Anhvan Esters (24) found out the hard way that the Racers' 4-3 defense is running
and swarming the football in 1993.

'Express' pulls into station
for last time as Ryan injured
By JIM COUR
AP Sports Writer

tant for the Rangers, but he said
he believed the diagnosis was

SFATTLE — Nolan Ryan of
die 'Texas Rangers knew his
sareer was going to end someday. That didn't making the
ending any easier.
Ryan's 27-year career ended
Wednesday night -- two scheduled starts short of his retirement - when he had to leave
in the first inning of Wednesday
night's 7-4 loss to Seattle with
a suspected torn ligament in his
right elbow.
lie said he would ask for a
sesond opinion from Dr. John
Conway, an orthopedic consul-

Correct.

"Yeah. I think it is ," Ryan
replied when asked after the
game if his career was over.
"The whole year's been frustrating. It's been a real struggle
all year physically.
"All I've done really is
rehab. So from a physical
standpoint it's been real frustrating. It's been a real tough
year. As far as the standpoint of
helping the ballclub, I've been
real frustrated because 1 haven't
been able to help the ballclub in
the pennant race. And they certainly could have used me."

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville coach Howard Schnellenberger gave his counterpart at Kentucky some moral support to get
through a difficult week.
Bill Curry has been criticized on radio-talk shows and in the
media since last Saturday's 24-8 loss to Indiana. His record is
12-24 in three-plus seasons.
"It's ridiculous," Schnellenberger said at his weekly news conference Tuesday.
Schnellenberger said he could empathize with Curry. The Cardinals were 8-24-1 in his first three seasons.
"I feel for him and recognize what he's going through," the
Louisville coach said. "I just want to say to him and the Wildcats
that our first three years were a lot more bleak than what he went
through."
Schnellenberger wished Kentucky "great luck" in Thursday
night's game at South Carolina.
He also offered some advice for the fans.
"Keeping the faith and people staying behind him will allow
them to grow and develop," said Schnellenberger.
it•
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Tiger clash could be playoff preview
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Ken Barrett is 62 years old,
speaks with a good Southern
drawl, and has been football
coach at Russellville High
School long enough to win
three state titles.
So he has pregame sandbagging down to an art.
Barrett, whose Panthers are
ranked No. 4 in the state in
Class A, says Russellville has
little chance to play with No. 6
and unbeaten Murray High
Tigers Friday at Holland
Stadium.

"We can't play with those
guys," Barrett said. "They're
too tough for us."
Barrett's Panthers are no pan!les. As usual, Russellville's
defense is as tough as they
come. They've given up just 19
points in four games.
"We really haven't played
anybody," Barrett said.
Murray High coach Rick
Fisher probably isn't buying
any of what Barrett is selling.
He said Friday's encounter with
Russellville has all the makings
of a playoff game.
Russellville? Playoffs?

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Friday night's game between
Calloway County and Union
County looks like an insignificant game to most of the state,
but it's bigger if you're
involved in the Class AAA con-

test in Morganfield.
"From our indication, at least
from the past, the winner of the
Union County-Calloway County
game picks up the last playoff
spot," said Calloway assistant
Joe Stonecipher.
Calloway and Union are both

—Vinyl Siding

'Lifetime Guarantee'
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down to Earth, and we had a lot
of trouble getting started last
week. I think we've reallied
that this is another week, and
we've got just go about our
business."
And the Tigers should have
no trouble getting focused on
the Panthers.
"If they can't get up for Russellville," Fisher said, "They
have the wrong color of jersey
on.
The Panthers bring another
typical Russellville team to

In each of Fisher's first two
years with the Tigers, the Murray High season has ended with
losses to Russellville in the
Kentucky High School Athletic
Association playoffs.
And Fisher, whose Tigers
came out flat last week against
Marshall County before outlasting the Marshals in overtime,
said Murray will be ready when
Russellville visits Friday.
"I think we learned a lesson
last week," Fisher said. "After
the Fulton County game, that
win was so exciting, it was hard
for these kids to come back

See Page 11

Union-Calloway winner hoping to grab playoff spot
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U of L coach lends encouragement
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1-3 with Calloway coming off a
15-6 win over Lone Oak while
Union lost 35-0 at Hopkinsville.
Union coach Charlie Bob Parris
said his team is suffering from
injuries and "that darn flu bug."
Calloway, meanwhile, is
healthy physically and

emotionally.
-The kids are really up after
the Lone Oak game and we've
had a good spirited week of
practice," Stonecipher said.
"We feel like the kids are ready
to go up there and beat Union
County."

* * * * * * * * * * * * * er * * * * * *
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Grand Classic Tires
Treadwear Protection Warranty

FREE te0oRT

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"
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Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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MHS golfers fall at Graves

SPORTS

BRIEFS

Staff Report
Murray Ledger A Times
MAYFIELD — Graves County
downed visiting Murray High and
Hickman County in golf action
Wednesday at the South Highland
Country Club.
The Eagles fired a 159, beating
Murray High and Hickman County, who each shot 167 in the boys
match, while Graves County shot
a 195 in the girls match, where
Murray was two strokes back.
Clay Bolin led the Tigers with
a 36, to win medalist honors,
while Joy Roach also won medalist honors, shooting a 38 to lead
the girls.

Strawberry struggling through rehab
•

PHOENIX (AP) — A day after saying he contemplated suicide
because of accumulated problems this summer, Los Angeles Dodgers outfielder Darryl Strawberry said he only flirted with the idea.
Strawberry said his outlook improved markedly since arriving in
Arizona last week to begin rehabilitation through October. Strawberry suffered a herniated disk in May 1992 but waited until Sept.
15 for surgery He said it was a mistake to return this season.

II Racer defense...
the offensive line and it's easier
for us to make plays," Johnson
said. "When you've got guys like
(Anthony) Hutch, (Joe) Lcpsis,
(David) Leavell and (Bill) Chnstmas, up front, we have nothing to
worry about."
In three games, the Racers
have compiled nine sacks. All of
last year, the defense only
recorded 23.
"We're just together as a
whole team," said Lepsis, owner
of one sack. "We know if we put
pressure on the backfield, the
linebackers and DB's will make
the plays."
MSU's defense has given up
77 points in three games (25 per
game), but mainly because the
Racer offense is putting them in
tough situations. More importantly, the defense has only two
seniors and starts three sophomores and two freshmen.
"As long as they keep working
hard and do what we ask of them
they will improve every week,"
Damcron said. "Hopefully, we'll
be able to dominate a team."
This may not be the week for
dominance.
Murray State travels to Middle
Tennessee Saturday to take on
the No. 1 offense in the OVC.
"Right now we've got the No.
1 rushing defense and they've got
the No. 1 rushing offense," Johnson said after Wednesday's practice. "We'll just line up with
them and see who wants it more."

FROM PAGE 10
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maine "Hollywood" Scott. "When
we had our dedication at the start
of the season, they dedicated that
they'd get us prepared. We dedicated that we'd give 100 percent
and go all out on every play."
Dameron refuses to take any
credit for being a "defensive
guru", but admitted that the staff
made one significant move after
spring practice.
"We feel like as a staff, the
biggest adjustment we made
going into the fall was moving
Allen Johnson to outside linebacker," Dameron revealed.
"Coming into the fall, we
wanted to put as much speed on
the field as possible. If you've
got speedy guys making plays,
then you've got something."
Johnson, a 6-2, 185-pound
sophomore, played all spring at
free safety. But with his speed
and athletic ability, outside linebacker is a natural position.
"Coach got me into position
where I can make plays," said
Johnson, who leads the team in
tackles and tackles for loss.
Though Johnson has solidified
A position that concerned the staff
going into the season and the secondary no longer has burn marks
on their hacks, they credit the big
uglies up front for the defense's
success.
"Those guys up front dominate

GOLF
Boys
et South Highland
Game County 159, Murray 167, Hick.
man County 167
MURRAY: Bolin 36 Jacob Rayturn
42, Pickens 43 Holton 46
Girls
Graves County 195, Murray 197, Hickman County 214
MURRAY: Roach 311. Groliths 54
Haverslock 53 Blankenshp 52 Rober
son 65
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'PICK YOUR OWN IF DESIRED
Owners Ellen. Rob 6 Hunter Gingtes

For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
Repairs
New Construction
Maintenance
Qualit) Electrical Work Since 1971

Both Murray High teams will
be in action today at Murray
Country Club, with the boys taking pan in a four-way meet with
Calloway County, Christian
County and Hopkinssille.

Call 759-4960

FROM PAGE 10
24-20 loss to Florida, he must
have been looking in a mirror
because they didn't have it the
next weekend against Indiana..
On several occasions Curry has
talked about society's need for
instant gratification. In other
words, they want a winning team.
Now.
Curry is convinced he can
make the Kentucky program a
winner. But he insists it will take
time and patience.
It appears time has run out,
and there is very little patience
remaining from the fans.
Curry's program needs to start
winning.
Don't expect University of
Kentucky President Charles
Wethington and athletics director

C.M. Newton to be jumping out
of the proverbial canoe. Curry
represents honesty and integrity.
in athletics, admirable qualities
they want in their coaches
besides Winning
With the divorse rate hovering
around 50 percent. a's easy to
see why honeymoons don't last
forever. Especiallv tor football
coaches.
Aside from some coaches such
as Grambling's Eddie Robinson
(51 years), Eastern Kentucky's
Roy Kidd 00 years) and Penn
State's Joe Paterno (28 years),
these bonds between coaches and
schools seldom last a lifetime.
And even those kinds of relationships weathered some difficult times that made them
stronger.

MSU College of Education

Alumni Homecoming
Breakfast
Saturday, Oct. 9th
at 8 a.m.
Murray Middle School
Come eat and i.isit
with Old friends and watch
the parade from the front lawn

For Reservations
Call (502)762-3817

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me tor all your family insurance needs'

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next k,

Century 21)

753-9627

a)

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

for
your

State Farm insurance Companies

MAJOR LEAGUES
ceeds, Fisher said, because they
put so much pressure at the line
of scrimmage.
"We've got to get through the
hole," Fisher said.
Barrett said the Panthers have
great speed ("We probably have
more speed than I've ever had
here,"), but he is concerned
about Russellville's youth.
"You just never know what
they are going to do," Barrett
said. "We had one penalty for
five yards last week, and that's
not too bad. But then we could
have just the opposite this
week. We've got young kids.
There's no telling where they're
going to go."
But there is a guarantee with
Russellville.
"We'll play hard," Barrett
said. "We always do."
If Murray High can get by
the Panthers, it could on its way
to an unbeaten regular season.
"Our first half was going to
be the toughest part," Fisher
said. "Things are supposed to
get easier after this. We've just
got to hope that this is not a
brick wall for us."
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FROM PAGE 10
Murray — a very strong defensive unit. They've given up just
19 points in the first four games
this season, and 12 of those
were against Class 3A power
Franklin-Simpson. They also
shut Murray out in last year's
13-0 playoff game.
"They are one of the best
defenses in the state," Fisher
said.
The Tigers haven't struggled
with putting points on the
board, but Fisher would like to
see Murray cut down on penalties, which have made things a
lot more difficult for them this
year.
"We've talked a lot about
penalties," Fisher said. "And a
lot of the things we can
correct."
The Panthers are led by a
good tailback in Stacey Morris.
He missed last year's playoff
game with Murray High, but he
has Rick Fisher worried.
"He's going for at least 90
yards every game," Fisher said.
"He's a nice little player."
Russellville's defense suc-

PENNY PUMPKIN PATCH
From Town

-Indian Corn
'Gourds

Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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With a Woodmen annuity, your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest at
a competitive rate. To find out more
about Woodmen's Tax-Deferred
Annuities, contact:

Murray 753-1933
Hazel 498-8142

CALLOWAY
at

Union County

94, Woodmen

4

of the World

Lite Insurance Society

Friday — 7: 30 p.m.

llama Mars Oftsba. Plairmia

Howard D Hughes
Woodmen Bldg
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-4339
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Union Co. High School

Good Luck
Lakers!

S
CHEVRON

Compliments of

_

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

'Self Service •Ful1 Service
'Major Brand Oils
Chevron Card, Major Creda Card.4 Amencan Express 1ccipted

"Quality Service at Campetita e ['rue'.
South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallons, Mgr • 7.3 1615

201 S. 3rd St.

OPEN 24 HOURS

753-2411

GO
LAKERS!

Gas - Oil - Cigarettes

Snacks - Sodas

Racer's
"Over 45 Years Service"

Coastal Mart
DAVID RAMEWL•dger & Times photo

753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray

Calloway County coaches Billy Mitchell and Joe Stonecipher confer with CCHS quarterback Sam Arnett In
Friday's 15-6 win over Lone Oak.

All Major Credit Cards

East Main 753-3540

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

C- 57 James Todd
OG- 76 Brian Evans
0G- 55 Lucas Cherry
OT- 65 Todd Forsyth .
OT- 78 Marc Fain
TE- 9 Tyler Bohannon
SE- 40 Brad Lowe
OB- 1 Sam Arnett
HB- 22 Brandon McCuistion
WB- 80 Wes Cogdell
FL- 19 Jody Kelso

PARKER
1
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Dees- Bank of Hazel
Member FDIC

Hazel. KY
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Union Co. Defense
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68
67
52
64
58
26
5
95
1
6
11

Wade Kanipe
Chris Hughes
Jason Walls
Clay Ratley
Paul Pride
Darawn Smith
Bobby Joe Owens
Josh Price
Troy Meadows
Michael Elam
Brad Erwin

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.

63
57
76
65
40
44
33
24
41
3
9

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Dallas Rice .
James Todd
Brian Evans
Todd Forsyth .
Brad Lowe
L.T. Osgood
Tim Brickey
Tim McDaniel
Mike Arnett
Tim McGrewt
Tyler Bohannon

Union Co. Offense
C- 52
OG- 64
OG- 68
OT- 58
OT- 54
TE- 80
TE- 43
HB- 34
HB- 19
FB- 32
OB- 10

Jason Walls
Clay Ratley
Wade Kanipe
Paul Pride
John Mendoza
Andy Farley
Jeremy Collins
William Huddleston
Jason Fletcher .
Mickey Byrnes
Brad Sheffer

So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

Southside Center • 753-4383

GEE
PLUMBING
Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray

492-8136
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Good Luck
Lakers!
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"We Carry A Large Selection
Of General Take-Off Tires."
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Calloway Defense

Calloway Offense

Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
the past
65 years.

753-5273

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix

East Main St • 753-5606
Mon.-Fri. 8-5. Sat, 8-12

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Jerry McCoy, Owner
409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940
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Tackle A Pizza
At Gatti's.
Stop by before
or after the
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The Homeplace - 1850 Harvest Festival
Saturday, October 2, 1993
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Homeplace

alb

1850

Harvest festival is almost here

Special Activities

10 • llam
1850 Fiddle and Guitar- On the porch of the Main House with Dan
Come one,come all as the sights,
Wallace and Scott Barnes.
sounds,and smells of autumn fill the
I lam - Noon
air on Saturday. October 2. The
Children's Games- In the Play Area.
farm family and all their friends at
Early American Folk Music- On the porch of the Main House with ,Loti Between The Lakes (LBL)
Greg Jowasis.
invite everyone to join them for a
I 2pnt
day of celebration at .The Home1850 Fiddle and Guitar- In the yard of the Single Crib Cabin with Dan place - 1850 /lamest Festival.
Wallace and Scott Barnes.
"The Harvest Festival is the first
2 - 2:30pm
of two outstanding October events
Apple Goods Contest- In the yard of the Main House in these categories: at the Homeplace," according to
Pies, cakes, other baked goods, preserves, children's entries, other goods. event coordinator Ed Graves. "The
and best over-all.
Homeplace Wedding conies along
Judges for this event will be: Kaye Melton of Dover, TN, with Sylvia in a few weeks but the first weekend
Wepking and Kathy Payton, both of Cadiz. KY.
belongs to the Harvest Fesuv al and
.Free Admission For All Apple Goods Contestants!
we think this event is really-special."
2 - 3pm
The day begins at 10 a.m. on the
Children's Games(2pm)and a Corn Husking Bee (2:30pm)- These double crib house porch where Dun
events will be held in the Play Area.
Wallace and Scott Barnes will per3 - 4pm
form 1850's fiddle and guitar music.
NIusic Roundup- Under the shade tree behind the Main House with Greg
And the day ends there at 4 p.m.
Jowasas, Dan Wallace. and Scott Barnes.
v.hen veteran performer Greg lowaisas brings his musical talent to the
All Day Activities
10ant - 4pm Demonstrations:
Harvesting Corn- In the Front Field (10am - Noon)
Fall Plowing (2 - 4pm)
Old-fashioned Appk Butter- In the Main House
Old-fashioned Applesauce- In the Single Crib Cabin

Kelley-Wiggins - Benton Ili *

porch. In between w ill be story telling, children's pines, and demonstrations of mid. Nth centurv farming practices ,u,-11 as plowmg,
harvesting, and a Corn Husking
Bee.
The Festival toatures mid -19th
century trades including dough
bowls, corn shu,k dolls, and handmade brooms. N,•w- trades added
this year are wet olhdon photography by Claude Levet and tinsmithing by Bill Lavv rence. Many items
will be offered tor sale.
Three expert cooks w ill judge a
great Festival tradition, the Apple
Goods Contest. Enter your best
apple product in pat: of Sc'.en
categories: Pies, cakes, other baked
goods, preserves, Lhildr.'n s entries,
other, and best overall. Contest
entrants will be admitted tree to the
Festival.

sit

Wanted: WWII vets
- Kilroy Was Here," a special
project of the 1994 West Kentucky
Playwrights Festival, is looking for
material about what it Was like to
grow up during World War II. The
rec,olleoloas w ill be incorporated
into a dramatic performance for the
yearly playwrights' festival. The
sixth annual festiv al of new play s by
regional playv rights is slated 'or
April, 1994.
Those who recall the era from
Pearl Harbor to V1 Day are asked to
write down the most vivid of their
memories and to send them to
Playhouse in the Park, in Murray.
Copies of letters, newspaper and
other factual accounts are also welcome. In addition, photos may be
used in composing this multi-media
presentation. Participants are asked
not to send originals, hovvever.
since Playhouse in the Park cannot
be responsible for returning them or

Fleming - Benton & Paducah ** * Kelley-Wiggins - Benton * * * Fleming- Benton &I

Crafts and Trades:

ilil

Ine

53-2411

Pay Nothing
until Sept. 1994

Wet Collidon Photography with Claude Levet of Mt. Jackson, VA
Tinsmithing with Bill Lawrence of Woodberry, KY
Cornshuck Dolls with Nelda Rachels of Palmersville, TN
Wooden Dough Bowls with Jerry Rachels of Palmersville, TN
Broom Making with Richard Henson of Hickman, KY

'NOT ONE PENNY In PAYMENTS!
'NOT ONE PENNY In Interest!
• NOT ONE PENNY
until

Horse-drawn Wagon Rides SI/rider
Conducted by Lynn Kelso of Murray,- KY
1850s Food Service at the Festival will have: Stew,cornbread,apple pie,
and apple cider
For more information write:
The Homeplace - 1850 Harvest Festival,
100 Van Morgan Dri,ve, Golden Pond, KY 42211-9001
or call (502) 924-1238

SEPTEMBER

1994

ITO
ERS!

Final
Days

X

540

1994

3-4383
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Marine painting workshop to be held
A well-known marine artist, R.
Clay Kent cif Melbourne, Fla.
will conduct a five:day workshop
Oct. 25-29 at Lake Barkley.
Kent is a founder of the International Society of Marine Painters. His lifelong painting in marinescape and landscape painting
makes Kent an inspiring teacher.
The workshop can be attended
by the week or the day. Classes
are limited in size to assure individual instruction, critiques and
lectures with the artist.
Emphasis on composition and
values whether in oils, acrylics or

watercolor will be taught. Each
student is given instruction in the
techniques of the medium. A list
of suggested materials will be
available upon class registration.
Princeton artist Carrie O'Hara
Morrison will provide the space
for the workshop at her home on
Lake Barkley. A map to her
home will accompnay
reservations.
For More information, contact
the Princeton An Gull at 115 E.
Main St., Princeton, Ky. 42445 or
call 365-3959. Hours are from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m.

NisiN

ALL
Bedroom
Livingroom
.Diningroom
Occasional
• Patio
Mattress &
Box Springs
TV's & VCR's
Appliances

ALL
Bedroom
Dining Room
Living Room
Occasional
Sleep Sofas
Recliners
Accessories.
TV's & VCR's
Appliances
Maffresses
Box Springs

Accessories
AND MORE

I
t

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY
STORE HOURS - MON

THURS 9 004 00 • FRIDAY WONT ft.$00.UT.900400

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO.

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
12 CAR (1200)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

$4.925
$3,725 2' 1 CAP (24x24)
$4,425 LARGE 2'z CAR (2400) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825

;.
7

• On any instock furniture, TVs & Appliances. Offer does not apply to
previous purchases. 10% down on special orders. Minimum purchase of
$499, and your approved credit
Vt.tg'

MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab.
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates,References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty.

etereiftet

,

lpfzegticied
elley-Wig4ins - Benton * 44 *

• Shoos

Gal

PAY:
ONE NtMY in PAYMENTS
• NOT QM PENNY in INTERESTsad
TIL SEPTEMBER 1994

Ballet group to perform in Paducah
rehearsals per week with the company.
Open Auditions will be held in
February for our next performance,
to- he held in May.
Participants are required to attend
3 classes per week at the school of
their choice, in addition to rehear"The Ballet Company" is a newly sals. Rehearsals arc 4 to 6 hours per
forming regional group which will week.
provide performance opportunities
Future plans include a production
for serious students of Classical of "The Nutcracker", as well as
Ballet. Members arc required to Master classes with guest teachers
study three technique classes per from the New York City Ballet,
week (at the school of their choice). Louisville Ballet, Lexington Ballet
They must then attend 4-6 hours of and Nashville Ballet.

Broyhill
&maw,

Off

Pictured: Murray Dancers (from left to right) Becky Brown, Alissa Volp,
Maggie Sasso, Alice Hunt, Julie Gustafson, Julie Shull.

"The Ballet Company" will have
its first public performance in Paducah as part of the Old Market Days
Celebration.. The company will appear at 1:00 on the Riverfront Stage
which is located at the end.. of
Broadway in Paducah.

•"V

ENDS SOON!

**PAY uakinTHING
Aza-A
September

'ce"

IV

presenting damage to mem
- Those who have mutton:
share with 'Kilroy vas Here'
asked to describe V. hat their es v
day lives were like during World
War II, including the high and_kr,k
points. The project is parocul.01
-interested in dram:Hi/mg 111L'Illort.'‘
about Pearl Harbor Day , how
war was fought on the home t
and the ways in which grow nu'
was changed because of the wti
Those interested in contrthunne
their stories to the project should
write them doss n and send thcin
along w ith their nanie. address .in.1
Phone number, to Play house in
Park, P.O. Bos 952, Murray .
42071. For additional inlormaion.
contact Constance Alexander ai
502-753-9279.
The West Kentucky Play w rithis
Festival is supported, in part. k A
grant from Kentucky Arts Coml.
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Design
Assistance
Available
Benton, Ky.
365 N. Main
527-3481
1-800-59p-6224

Paducah, Ky. (OR Ky. Ave
451 S. 18th Across From
442-4455 Railroad Shop)
1 -A00-788-6224
Keiley-WigginS - Benton* * * Renting - Ilenkm & Itclucan
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In the matter of the petition of Judy
Young Richardson and Terry L. Yarbrough
and wife, Cindy A. Yarbrough for discontinuance of a road under K.R.S. 178.070 and
K.R.S. 178.320 in Calloway County, Kentucky.

NOTICE
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
hold a public hearing on a petition by Judy
Young Richardson and Terry Yarbrough
and wife, Cindy A. Yarbrough to close an
unnamed,dedicated street lying north oflot.
44 in the Fairview Acres Subdivision, Unit
11, to wit:
1: The County has never established the
street. The street would not provide
access to any property other than the
lots which border it and are currently
owned by the Yarbroughs.
2. Notice of proposed road closing and a
written report of the findings of (2)
two reviewers and the Calloway
County Road Engineer will be performed in accordance with K.R.S.
178.078:

Nona

3. The petitioners further state that
closing this abandoned road will,in no
way, inconvenience the public.
The public hearing will be at 1 p.m.,in the
office of the Judge/Executive George H.
Weeks in the Calloway County Courthouse
during the meeting of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court on October 12, 1993.
Dated this 22nd day of September, 1993.
George H. Weeks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

Rout* .#1 Box 138A,
Church for Sale, to

be moved, located
at the corner of
15th and Sycamore. We are taking -sealed bids
will
be
which
Monday,
opened
September 27 at 7
p.m. Church goes
to the highest bidder. Those making
bids are welcome to
be present. Pews
will be sold separately.

Hazel,KY 42049,Oleta
Baucum, Route #2 Box
48H, Buchanan, TN
38222 Executrix, Appt.
09-15-93, Robert 0.
Miller, 201 South Fifth
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Suzanne
Oakley, Executrix, of
the estate of Mildred
Contact Luther A.
May, 753-0835 or
Myers, deceased. Exceptions to this settle753-8442.
ment must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9
a.m. October 4th, 1993,
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
the date of hearing.
The following estate 'Ann P. Wilson,
fiduciary
appoint- Circuit Court Clerk
ments have been made
in the Calloway DisLEGAL NOTICE
trict Court. All claims An informal final setagainst these estates tlement of accounts
should be filed with the has been filed in the
District
fiduciary within six Calloway
months of date of Court by John A. Grequalification.
gory, Jr., AdministraDew Drop Rowlett, tor de Sonia Non,of the
Murray, KY 42071 De- estate of Lavenia L.
ceased, Kathy A. Row- Ramsey, deceased. Exlett, 7632 South Side ceptions to this settleBoulevard, Apt. 64, ment must be filed In
Jacksonville, Florida the Calloway District
32256 Appt. 09-08-93, Court on or before 9
Pollard White, 707 a.m. October 4th, 1993,
South Main St., Hopk- the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
insville, KY 42240
Attorney.
Circuit Court Clerk
Reid
Hale, 807
North 19th Street,
LEGAL NOTICE
Murray, KY 42071 De- An informal final setceased, Mary Virginia tlement of accounts
Hale, 807 North 19th has been filed in the
District
Street, Murray, KY Calloway .
42071 Executrix,Appt. court by Burnett* S.
Admini09-16-93, Gerald Bell,
rguson,
P.O. Box 187, Murray, stratrix,ofthe estate of
KY 42071 Attorney.
Earl Gene Ferguson,
Meson
Hutson, apesame4. Exceptions

Bikini
Contest at
THE HILL!

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
Ann P. Wilson,
in the Calloway DisTake 121 South to
Tenn State Line Will
trict Court by Michael Circuit Court Clerk
be 1 mi on right
Ingersoll,.Executor, of
the estate of Willa Bell
S100 • 1St prize
Lofton, deceased. Exceptions to this settle$50 • 2nd prize
ment must be filed in
September 25th
the Calloway District 10'n FT brakes for viny
Court on or before 9 work Rent by the day
TO Band Play/ng'
436-2701
a.m.. October 4th, 1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
America's Second La,
Circuit.Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Opal
Smith, Executrix, of
the estate of Lucille
Byerly, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9
tOm. October 4th, 1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Nancy M.
Stalls, Executrix,ofthe
estate of Nell Waggoner McCuiston, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9a.m. October 4th,
1993, the date of hear-

Ugl9Duckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway Mstnct Court by Helen

INSURANCE

Avallabis Thru Aga 64.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilksi. Intermediate or
Custodial Care Wth
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
ttan ever For.
free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
Imo locoi darn service'
RAPID WEIGHT LOSSLose pounds/Inches safely'
ouickty Speciairing w, difficult cases Increases
metabolism Stops hunger
Fast results' Call Now, Get
20% Off United Pharma
ceutical 1 800 733-3288
(COO's Accepted)
SERIOUS wnters and/or
poets interested in being
published Considering
starbng monthly publication
if enough people are interested and willing to pay to
be published Survey being
taken Send responses to
Survey, PO Box 592, Mur
ray, KY 42071

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to So Hata Hoed nght on So Hale Road 1/4 mile
°PIN

7FIE PUBIC

753-0466

NON-PROF 7 ORGAN ZAT ,ON

P.O.Box 1033

Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few =Ably preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY'
MALE

age 40
age 50
age 60
age 70
age 80

-

FEMALE

$9.45
12.37
17.69
28.93
52.73

age 40 age 50 age 60 age 70 age 80 -

$8.13
9.85
13.57
22.13
42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase
- Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

Hap

Warted
frame

ATTENTION
LADIES

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
District
Calloway
Court by Fred T. Lee,
Administrator, of the
estate of Irma M. Lee,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9a.m.October 4th,
1993, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

060

to this settlement must Moore, Executrix, of
worker needed for local col
HEAVEN'S GATES &
MURRAY
be filed in the Calloway the estate of Virginia
boon repair business Must
SHOE REPAIR
District Court on or be- K. Moore, deceased.
have at least 3yrs even
L106 N.4th St. Murray
fore 9 a.m. October 4th, Exceptions to this setonce in frame work repair
Cali 759 9890 anytime if
1993, the date of hear- tlement must be filed
759-1983
no answer please leave
ing.
in the Calloway DisHrs.: 9-5:30 A4-F
message
trict Court on or before
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
9 a.m. October 4th,
BRICKLAYERS needed
1993, the _date of hearCALL _Ricky Ryan at immediately Must have a
753-5273 on Wed. Thur Fri crew Large number of
LEGAL NOTICE
ing.
and welsh him a Happy 50th scattereo site housing
Ann P. Wilson,
A final settlement of
1 800928 1234
Birthday on Sat Sept 25th
Circuit Court Clerk
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway DisCALLOWAY County Con- CABLE Ad Sales Account
LEGAL NOTICE
trict Court by Franklin
crete Structural walls
Executive Parts Cabievi
slabs drives walks Col
sion a looking for a moo
Rogers, -Executor, of A final settlement of
vatia.d professional sales
ored St stamped concrete
the estate of Paul K. accounts has been filed
HELL'S FLAMES'
person to represent our
Free estimates 474 8338
Rogers, deceased. Ex., in the Calloway Dis- 'A YAWED MAL In flEIENTATCO
company in the Paris TN
Mt NEVEM fallar
ceptions to this settle- trict Court by Howard
HAMBUGER market This position is re
RAVEC KICK WACKY MACS
ment must be filed in Matheny, AdministraCOOKBOOK 200 ways to
CAST Cflily
sponsible for selling profix it, Casserolesskillet ducing
KM NO LOOK EFFECTS
the Calloway District tor, of the estate of
and scheduling
Italian
meals
Mexican
and
Court on or before 9 Martha Matheny, de- SEPTEMBER 26, 27, X, 1ST
video commercials for local
specialites $595 to Gifts,
a.m. October 4th, 1993, ceased. Exceptions to
businesses in addition to
SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY
N Things. PO Box 234, Sac
this settlement must
the planning and execution
the date of hearing.
City, Iowa 50583
P.M.
NIGHTLY
be filed in the Calloway
of marketing and promo
Ann P. Wilson,
District Court on or beLET Video Production Spe Donal activities for the cable
Circuit Court Clerk
First
cialties transfer, your home system Sales experience,
fore 9 a.m. October 4th,
Assembly of God
movies to video-tape NOW organizational skills and _
date
of
hear1993,
the
LEGAL NOTICE
Hwy 94 East
and save 10% Call Donna computer experience are
ing.
A final settlement of
Murray. Kentucky
required Public relations
Darnell 759 9246 Otter ex
Ann P. Wilson,
accounts has been filed
'Nursery Provided'
and promotional eiperi
piles 930/93
Court
Clerk
Circuit
in the Calloway Disence will be considered
Free Ticket Information Cali
MRS. THERESA, Reader
trict Court by Ruby
Video or audio production
born
Advisor.
A
true
I
LEGAL NOTICE
(512) 753-6695 Psychic. gifted from God experience is desired but
Herndon, Executrix, of
riot absolutely necessary
the estate of Lona Gar- A final settlement of
554-7904 call for This position requires the
land, deceased. Excep- accounts has been filed
appointment
use of a personal car and a
tions to this settlement in the Calloway Dis- MUSIC DJ Dances parMUMS FOR SALE Beauti- drug screen will be required
Celest
Court
by
trict
must be filed in the
bes, weddrngs all musical
ful C0101% From Murray before employment
Calloway
District Byerly, Administrat- styles 753 0343
take 94W to Thurman Please send or deliver a
of
estate
of
the
rix,
Court on or before 9
Road, turn right. 1st house resume to the Paris Cable
deByerly,
Jerry
Earl
a.m. October 4th, 1993,
vision office at 508 E
on right 435-4020
ceased. Exceptions to
the date of hearing.
Washington St Parts TN
this settlement must
Ann P. Wilson,
by October 1 1993
NURSING HOME 38242,
be filed in the Calloway'
No phone calls please
Circuit Court Clerk
Distnct Court on or be•
fore 9 a.m. October 4th.
1993, the date of hearing.

rBRIDAL

REGISTRY
Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &
Accessories

The Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

SMALL congregation looking for a building sortable
for worship services hold
up to 60 or 70 people Also
seeking land to build a
church Phone 753 6356 Of
753 2454

VACATION TIME AT
PIZZA MAGIC AURORA
Closed Sept 20 for a two
week vacation RE OPEN
OCTOBER SAT 5PM AND
OPEN all year Wed thru
4 74 - 8 1 1 9 .
Sun
1-800-649-3804

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199

90,5 Sycamore, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of Service"

CI

COUNTER tulip needed at
Booria's Capartios Apply in

penmen 753-2552

90

25e per word 25.00 minimum let
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
mini for shopper(11see. Classifieds
p into Shopping Guide.) 22.00 extra for blind box ads.

Help
Wanted
AUTOMOTIVE

IN THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY FISCAL COURT

Wi
roe
Pk'

e•ng Gnat,

010

Notice
INVITATION TO BID
September 23, 1993
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
accept bids to purchase(2)two dump trucks
with trade-ins to be considered. Bids to be
returned by 1:00 p.m.,Ck'tober 12, 1993. The
Fiscal Court reserves the right to accept or
reject any_and,all hide Specifications are
available in the office ofthe Judge/Executive
in the Calloway County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky.
George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

60% Enseount all Ran
CAD 3 Ado Nun Ran 1611.hul 6 Day Pavia
$175 per roams ascii soul (we %eats, Shea
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010

Display Ada
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260
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Help Wanted
070 —......13wassor & Childcare

060
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Heating And Cooling
Services Offered
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020 .
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$500 Column Inch

The Murray Ledger & Dunes ertll be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

OFFICE HOURS: Mom-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.}
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Classified Ad Hates
Display Ads

Advertisers ars niquasted to check ths
first toseruos oftheir ads for any error.

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
pm
pm.
m
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ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines aro 2 days La redwood» and are as follows:

Master Card

Paris Cablevision is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Rollins DCS

in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
trailer
tractor
drivers. Must have
minimum 2 years

OTR verifiable experience, excellent
pay, major medical, dental & eye
glass and 5 year
vested retirement.
Home weekends.

FRIENDLY HOME PAR
TIES now has openings tor
demonstrators No cash in
vestment Part time hours
with full time pay Two cata
logs over 700 items Call
1 800-488 4875

Immediate opening
for advanced administrative assistant.
heavy bookkeeping
duties, computer
knowledge & ex perience required
Send cover letter.
resume, references

FULL time ianitonal help
midnights Call Service
Masters 9arn- 5pm
502 443 8146
GENERAL office work and
cleaning 10am 7pm Tues
thru Sat $4 25,hr No benefits Send NitSUCTIO to PO
Box 1040 W Murray, Ky
42971

to:

Gaye Lubcr
Exec. Director
LB[. Association
100 Van Morgan
Drive
Golden Pond, Ky.
42211

EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing Tall Start now
No experience Free supes Free info hki obligation Send SASE to Hi-Lo,
Dept 28,PO Box 3648 San
Angelo, TX 76902
EASY work, EXCELLENT
pay' Over 400 companies
need home workers/
distributors NOW, Call for
amazing recorded meSsage 502 329 1217 eet
101 Get PAID FROM
HOME ,
EXPERIENCED meat cut-

ter Apply in person at
Save A-Lot Grocery Store
in Murray
between
8am 5pm No phone calls
please

EXPERIENCED body man
needed Crouse Body
Shop 800 Chestnut St
Murray Apply in person

HOUSEPARENT-Live-in
position available working
with indviduals with MR
Work 23 days ott 5 Room &
Board provided plus benefits Call between 8am Opm
Monqay -Friday
502-227-4821

JANITORIAL position.
15-20hrs per week'P198S8
apply in person. Boone's
Cleaners 605 Main St,
Murray

MATURE person to care for
infant in my home Mon,
Tues. Thurs I Friday.
7am-5 30pm. Must have
reliable transportation &
provide references Call

753-4379 -after 5 30prn
NO Experience' $500 to
$900 weekly/potential processing FHA mortgage refunds Own hours
i-501-646•0044 eat 832
24 Hours
SAFETY Advisors $2150
per month Company will
train Call Monday thru Friday. 9am- tpm only
615-399 8269
.1=1,

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive Individual
with an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience in advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission, excellent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A, Murray, KY 42071

1-800-782-8759
CONVENANT

TRANS

PORT THE ROAD TO
YOUR FUTURE LAST
YEAR OUR TOP TEAM
OVER
EARNED
$85 000 Starting at $ 27 to
$29 Per Nile with plus
bonuses to $ 38 per mile
Paid Insurance Motel Lay
over Pay. Loading
Unloading Pay Vacation.
Deadhead pay Requirements Age 23, 1 yr verifiable over the road Class A
CDL with Hazardous kAa
tenals 1-800-441 4394
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not lull time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
sect is funded by the West
em Kentucky Private In
chary Council JTPA
DRIVERS BURLINGTON
MOTOR CARRIERS is adding 300 NEW TRUCKS'
Seeking ShorthaulOTR,
Contractors Outstanding
payibenehts sign-on bo
nus assigned trucks EOE
Cal 1 -800-JOIN BMC

DRIVERS Over the Road
Vaniflat 35 States 1yr ex
penence verifiable start
25-28 cents/mile with 3 yrs
Call
Benefits
1 800-444-6648
DRIVERS Professional
OTRI Immediate tractor
trailer opportunities with
several nationwide carriers
offering choices of pay
equipment home time
benefits DSI Dever Place
m•n t
No
fee
1 BOO 626 7136

dem

WOOD WORKS
518.
1811.6
4110
Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

HELP WANTED
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
* Management Trainees * Day Help
Good Benefits
Good Salary
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant. EOE/M/F

icFc.

9

Take a Giant Step
For Your Career!

Shoe Sensation
STORE MANAGER
Looking for local person with retail management
experience for Chestnut Hill Plaza.
Shoe
experience preferred. Must be mature, aggressive, hard working, with exceptional people and
management skills_ Potential annual earnings
with bonus $20,000 plus benefits

Send Resume Today'

AIERPRISES
INC.
.10,n IPS Wongest

Action Enterprises
Job 839

253 America Place
Jeffersonville, IN 471 30
retail shoe 16am in 1,,e 1.14.1.vosl
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

15

SEPTEMBER 23, 1993

120

OUAUFIED Flat Bed &
Loss-Boy dnirers needed
Good pey & benefits met
group rellelarrOle, VOfl
bonus programs Home
most weekends 111000
sign-on bonus Call
1-800-84I -8025, Thomas
Heavy Haulina

SUB

11161184

Osisoils
& Mime

SOMEONE to do body
work on a 1977 fAusleng
Also one antique lan
saki 753-3047

ABSOLUTELY Cies& Experienced. dependable
clewing memos Home or
office References Call
4362569

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, secunty,
maintenanos Mc No sap
wan
WANTED banned'
necessary Now himg For
call
mesas & dancers $500 more
info
plus weeldy Doll Heusi 219 794-0010 ext 7159.
Tn
C•Ie, Paris
8am 8pm 7 days
901-642-4297 7pm 2am

Pena I
#

at let
each
$1.75

ALTERATIONS and re
pars Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1606 N
121 Murray 753 6981

MINNOLTA X700 35mm
300rnm
camera 70mm
terse Call 759 1525 alter

CLEANING houses es my SEWING sobs wanted in
busmess Reliable and ex
cluding formal wear
penerced. *memos Cali' 753 1061
Lexie 7599663 t

NEW metal song & roof
mg Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gelvalume Secondary
available 489 2722 or
489-2724

WILL dean your home Reliable, thorough, very rea
sonable rates Call Lynda
753-2862
WILL. do house cleaning
Cell Betty 474-2131 nights

PUBLIC AUCTION

45eds

/0 exaid

ad to
alter

AE PAR
sarongs tor
o cash in
me hours
Two cata
ems Call
help
Service
m - 5pm

>nal

Saturday, September 25, 1993 — 10:00 a.m.
Pans,Tennessee - From Court House, go North on 641 North approximately 2
miles to Porter Court Watch for sign Secured Parties have commissioned
Doug Taylor Auction Service to sell at Public Auction the following
merchandise
P,11111.U. 1.1s11Ni.
1983 Plymouth Reliant, 2 Door. Gold • 1985 Buick Somerset, 2 Door, Tan •
1982 Chevy Celebrity, 4 Door, Gray • 1986 Chevy Chevette, 4 Door, White •
1977 Pontiac Trans Am 2 Door, Black • 1987 Hyundai Excel,2 Door. White •
1984 Ford Tempo, 2 Door. Black • 1985 Olds Firenza, 4 Door, Tan • 1983
Chevy S-10 Pickup, Cream • 1979 Cadillac Fleetwood.4 Door. Yellow • 1984
Chen Cliatlefl. 4,Depr. Red • 1979_,Font Thunderbird, 2 Doo_rGra_y • 1970
Chevy Nova, 4 Door, Black • 1985 Nissan Pickup, Blue • 1974 Signs Boat/
Trailer, Gold/White •2 Door Olds Cutlass, White • Ford Van.Brown/Orange •
2 Door Olds Cutlass, Gold • Ford Van. Blue/Blue • Glastroe-Carlson CVX-23
BluaWhite Boat • VIP Bass Boat, Red • 1984 S-10 Blazer 2 Door • 1981 S-10
Pickup. Black • 1987 Mercury Cougar,2 Door, Gray • 1987 Plymouth Duster,
Red • 1989 Ford Probe, Red, 2 Door • More hems Added by Sale Date
Terms & Conditions - Cash or check with proper I.D Complete settlement day
of sale. Announcements made day of sale take precedence over printed
material Not responsible for accidents. ----------For information and your auction needs contact:

Doug Taylor
AUCTION SERVICE

T Live in
a worivng
with MR
5 Room 8
>lus belie
Barn 4pm
riday

A

to case for
me Mon
Friday
lust have
irtation &
ces Call
i 30pm

$500 to
entral pro4tgage re
hours
ext 832

ors $2150
npany will
ty thru Fri
tm only

C

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, September 25, 1993
10:00 A.M.
FARRIS AUCTION HOUSE
Antiques! Antiques! Antiques!
Very Nice Collection of Antiques from Local Estate
to Include Furniture and Glassware.
Very Old Large Spinning Wheel. Wood-Burning Cook Stove.
Various Patterns of Depression Glass, Nice Roseville Pottery.
, Nippon, Edison Wind-up Record Player, Collection of 7/4 Speed
Wooden Core Records, Old Trunks, Singer Table Top Sewing
Machine. New Home Treadle Sewing Machine, Unusual Old
Wardrobe w/Beveled Mirror, Old Kr' lock-Down Wardrobe, Several Old Picture Frames, Ironware, Stoneware, Alladin Oil
Lamp,Antique Chair, Butter Churns, Old US.Silve r Coins,Old
Books...Tools: Rear Tine Troybilt Tiller, Leaf Catcher, Hand
Crank Hoist, Bench Grinder, Heavy Duty Drill, Saws, Electnc
Hand Tools. Chain Saws, Wenches, Pipe Wenches, Old Farm
Implements, Stainless Spray Tank, Weed Eater, Fishing &
Hunting Equipment. 10 Space Gun Cabinet w/Locked Doors,
High-powered Field Glasses...More: Honda Trail Bikes 70 & 50,
Ashley Wood Burning Furnace, Glass Cookie Jars, Round
Dining Table. Food Dehydrator, Office Desks & Chairs. Coffee
Table, Sofas ..This and Much More'

FARRIS AUCTION
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Richard Farris - Apprentice Auctioneer

The Sound of Selling"
•MI

TION

(502) 492-8796
Hazel, KY
Box 149
Not responsible for accidents. Announcements day of
sale take precedence over all printed material.

P.O.

vidual
Ound
rmuniPrtisJng

Dlleg0
ortiSing

COM'0 Box

Saturday—September 25th 1993, 10 a.m.

The Collection of Antiques and
SELLING 11:
Collectibles of an Avid Collector whose Interests
have Shifted Toward Different Plateaus.
FURNITURE

Ielp
y Fried

Dp
r!
)n
lemon!
Shoe
[wasand
irniogs

Applewood possum belly Baker's cabinet wispce drawers and dough tray, antique 8 day
kitchen dock. Er oak and glass dispiay cabinet. I 0'oak &glass display cabinet, 12' oak & glass
display cabinet w claw feet, old draftsman table. *Poll Parrot Shoes' bench mice), oak
,oveseat (slat back), oak sea captain's chest circa 1861 (nice), Victorian what not shelf/case,
ornate oak table, oak china cabinet. Satinwood NVIn bed (no longer exported from Africa), oak
x 40- tall
square turned leg table, old post office front veglass fronts(working comb locks)
(extra nice), National cash register ornate brass 1 6'xl T.17* (excellent, working pandition).
72-drawer
oak
(oak),
National tip box brass 6'.5", library card index 30 drawers w2 doors
filing cabinet (1900's). old Railway Express office pigeon hole cab net. old trunks, oak buffet
(small), oak buffet w'beveled mirror, quill pen cabinet glass top winibets. oak 3-door armoire
wteveled mirrors 2 drawers bottom brass. Hardware 1800s (knockdown) extra nica, old
bans table witeass top (exc condition), old seed cabinet wooden w3 shelves (Ullathorne
Seed Co -Memphis), old Utica, it. post office front w/glass fronts, bars, locks, boxes
(excellent), oak shaving cabinet wmirror,oak child's rocker, barber & dentist char combo(pre
looas out of Kunawa. KY). old primitive display cabinet, primitive 'Jour be */dough board,
cast iron tub wclaw feet, child's picnic table (folding), barbers cat-net porcelain pulls, table
top desk fold down front, quilt rack. Putnam aye cabinet, old scissor cabinet, child's rocker
oak shirt display cabinet glasstop glass front w30 drawers (excellent)

GLASSWARE COLLECTIBLES
Over 50 pieces of negen Hart* including Priscilla all colors. over 200 paces of -Porcelain
Wirnsies' wades from England inducting orcus set arid nursery rhyme pieces mcCoy items.
Autumn (Jewel) Tea 12 pcs Hull bowl sat & pepper, old doilasilinensaprons. standard
butcher's scale vepape,roil, costume orweiry (several pcs ('brass 5 armed cnandeher 'Holly
Springs Hotel', dough bowl_ depression glass (various patterns), Columbian cobalt blue
roaster, butter crocks wilds, Redwing Spongeware, Griswold items graniteware, pink
depression-berry set. pitcherptasses, princess cookie Jar, Ruby Red, Pearl & Oyster
candlesticks, egg cups, iris bowt, green decanter set. 1000 Eye bowl, several animal dishes,
carnival punch bowl & bowls. crystal coasters, near cut butter bowls, preserve stands,
depression cookie jar, "Teaberry Gum- glass display stand. Keen Sutter service for 6 forks.'
knives. Austria plates, service for 8'Just Flowers' bone china wiserving pcs , Czechoslovakia
items, vase by Van Briggle. 3 stained glass items. 2 buttermilk ptchers (meakm). marble &
bronze stallion & mare desk plate. children's toys & dishes. Shirwy Temple blue cup, carnival
items, straight razors, advenising items (several), brides basket. Germany, Austria, Bavaria
Pcs lserwno bowls). Goofus glass vases, Fenton glass, Norman Rockwell plates, art deco
style tamp -018 & Signed-, cranberry/opalescent pickle castor wongina fork (very old).
wedgewood pcs Nippon. 12 guilts. Onyx cups w/case Victorian mugs, cups 8 saucers.
England vase. Jaguar print 'Charles F race', stage coach wheel cover, 2 pcs Flo Blue, old
men's travel set, wrought ironneood antique sign. Yellowstone whiskey barrel, wagon mu*,
cooper kale. Krakr Jak biscuit can,dresser sets,old thermometers, Lightning Amber RV *Aid.
cigarette tins, 4
early 1900110NC license plates, Dietz driving lamp, Lucky Strike cabinet
"^W
,env's, 9.12 nice wool rug. cone* Darrell. corn Sheller. Old nabbing haf,
kettles Quilting'
cheesetos from water Valley. KY much, much more not lite&
TERMS Cash day of sale Lunch by Nicky's

tidies

'
SOS
Ce
47130
.551

DISTRIBUTE Name Brand
Candies First ome colleted
New concept in vending
Exc income PT FT
Training locations pro
sided Invest S51( to $21K
Call Jell 1 800 727 9061

POST Frame Buildings,
Sue 24 x40 49 Eave Prim
$4920 plus freight Otis'
sizes available Blitz Builders 1 80O628 1324
TWIN bed new computer
table N & entertainment
stand table & chairs
35mtn camera couple of
musiciai items leather
gicket gold neclilace dog
75 3 - 8 4 1 9
house
759 4473 &We 5pm

SELL SNICKERS MARS WOLFF TANNING BEDS
NESTLES FRiTO LAY New Commercial Home
Area s best vending oppor Units From $199 Lamps
tunny of the 90s Invest Lotions - Accessories
$14.500 approved loci' Monthly payments low as
tibia (25 machines) esti $18 Call Today FREE
mated
, eunings NEW Color Catalog
$.1100_$1500 weekly
1 800 462 9197
1 800 358 8382
THE Kathleen Turner
Beauty Shop and rest
S 12th a avail
dance
able for lease Great oppot
tunity for beautician to com
bine nano and business in
prime location 753 3690

Appliances
A FROST tree side by side
& regular size refrigerator
washer & dryer electric
stove 354 8528
FRiGIDAIRE stacked
washer dryer with new motor 753 4753 753 8487

ITS FREE , Our color bro
chore reveals tie money
making secret that is en
hancing the Irves of thou
sands of people No obliga
lion
Call 24 hours
1 800 998 0881

GE refrigerator 4 base
board type electric heaters
753 6967
GE refrigerator frost hoe
492 8723
160
Haase
Furnishings

120
Compulere
BM Compatible computer
some software $500 Cal
7515350

BACK in Bueln•se
George Hodge 806 Col
dwater Rd Used furniture &
Will sell or
appliances
buy Also furniture hand
refinished
COUCH 3 chars 3 pc
tunes dean very good con
dibon 753 4454

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good used
ones shotguns and pus
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

FORD 6000 Series tractor,
$2350 753 7901
210

GOOD used electrical fuse
Firewood
or circuit breaker box.
storm windows,used car
A FIREWOOD tor sale
peting 753 4109
437 4667
SEASONED red oak fire
220
wood 753 2542
WE BUY MORTGAGES
and Trust Deeds Did you
sell property" Receiving
payments" Why wail Fast
CASH NOW, Any size
Nabonwide Great prices
Call 1 800 659 CASH
(2274)

OLDER
GUITARS
WANTED I will pay up to
$10000 for certain models
of following brands Gibson
Fender Marlin Gretsch
Willing to travel
1 703 774 6640
John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk 753 9600

2 AIR conditioners 18 000
btu & 110 unit 753 0751
BEAUTY shop equipment
527 2419
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavaong inc We haul top
soil gravel NI dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
FISCHER '.' slate pool
table $375 Craftsman
$4 3 50
table saw
354-8471
HARMONY House 8 set
brig sitverware set 1 25
volume Umversal Standard
Encyclopedia used rabbit
hutches 489 2693
LOG HOMES Design ser
vices FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABLE LOG
HOMES, Route One Bo.
84CK, Moss, Tennessee
38575 (800) 231 3695
NEW 16' & I65' Blom
truck Ores $60 & up Also
XP2000 W L Generals 1st
line at low, low prices Lots
of used ores $10, $15 $20
each Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Road 753-1111

2.10

RIVERSIDE WEDDINGS I
Be married in a riverside
gazebo or nearby elegant
chapel in Pigeon Forge
Tennessee From $99 No
bloodiest or waiting period,
1-800- 729-4365
OLD—
WEDDINGS
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies outdoor wed
dings Mountain Chapel
overlooking met near Gat
hnburg Everything pro
vided Accommodations
Romantic Carriage Ride
Reasonabie prices Charge
Cards
accepted
H eartland
1 800 448 VOWS (8697)

K T I and Associates otter
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Alf Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

Mobile
Home For Salo
12165 28R with pull out
utility pole underpinning
porch & appliances in
duded $4200 Must be
moved Call before 5pm
753 0888
14.60 CENTRAL ha par
tally furnished appliances
underpinning 12x24 build
ing & service pole included
753 9431 753 1541
14.70 3BR 1
bath all
electric Call 759-1713
1974 12.60 VILLA trailer
$2500 753 1684 alter
4pm
1983 CLAYTON 14.65
furnished or unfurnished
Must sell Call Greg
759 4522 or 345 2345
1990 BELMONT 14.70
Electric central Nit 2br, 2
bath w d hookup refrigerator stove dishwasher gar
bage disposal 2 porches
walkway underpinning all
treated lumber fiberglass
insulation ceiling R 21 ox
tenor & lloor R n $45 000
759 9681
1991 EXTRA nice 16x72
2b• 2 bath central h a on
1 3 acres on north side of
town 753 1014
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles
doubles Financing avail
able Clean late model
homes Green Tree Finer
cial CorprKentucky
or
606 2 2 3 1 0 1 0
1 800221 8204
MOBILE Home Loans mo
bile home financing 1976
and newer from Green Tree
financial competitive rates
fast friendly service Call
for an application today'
1 800 221 8204
OUR pledge to you If you
compare quality insulation
options and set up you will
find tat we have the very
best value for your housing
dollar', Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Hwy 79E
Pans TN 1 800 642 4891

filleoelleaseim
260
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
CHURCH WEDDING
Smoky Mountains Gatlin
bug Chapels (Since 1900)
No tests No Waiting
Photography, Music Flow
ors. Vdeography. Receptions Limousines Honeymoon Suites (Fireplaces,
Heart Shaped Jacuzzis)
Christian Ceremony Rev
Ed Taylor 1 BOO 346 2779
GATLINBURG Summit Breathtaking mountaintop views fireplace bal
cony kitchen clubhouse
pool lacuzza Honeymoon.
Weekend Speaaal lndrvi
dual units rented by
Schwigert Enterprises
Free
Brouchure
1 800 242-4853, (205)
988 5139
HUNTERS We now have
deer stands (API Alums
lock) and Hot Spot Keith's
Lawn & Tractor, Murray.

Steven J Bunch, Auctioneer
Roy Bunch Auctioneer/Real Estate Broker
P0 Box 225
Wtngo Kentucky 42088

376-2992 or 376-2922

MAKE
PLANS
NOW!!

Mobile
Nome For Rent
2£ 38R, Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Cole
man RE 753-9898
2BR trailer, 1 mile East of
Murray $160/mo with
lease & deposit 759 2570
or 753 3860
2BR, unhanished, central
Ns. $200/noo plus deposit
No pets 474-2100
SHADY Oaks • 2 or 3tx
electric or gm Walking dis
tance to college 753-5209

Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lots in new
pai 5milessouthotMur.
ray Water furnahed, some
restrictions Available now
492-8488

Public Auction
Friday,Sept. 24th, 1993 at 10 a.m. at Mr. Edgar
J.Pride home at 1112 Fairlane Dr., Murray,Ky.
From So. 12th St. turn east onto Glendale first
street to left on Fairlane. Watch for auction
signs.
Couch & chair - odd chairs - coffee & end tables- table lamps.
bedroom furniture - washer 8z dryer - (2) ref. - small kitchen
appliances- pots & pans - color t.v. - glass & china - flatware pictures & frames- linens - hand & face towels - riding mower push mower- hand & garden tools - nice old Mercury car that
Mr. Pride bought new with 44,xxx miles - I believe it is a 1967
model - nice old car. Many other items not listed. Auction held
rain or shine. Not responsible for, accidents. For more
information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Ikmdcd in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333
'My

And Cool%

Rant
To Rent

Apertmeals
Fe: Reid

NEW cc>ndition 7 L ton
Trane heat & air unit Will
accept bids 753 1300 at
ter 7pm 409 2116

2BR house Must have
good heat source Have
intant and pets Please call
762 3185 and leave

1 OR 2br a4:ots near down
town Murray 753 4109

message

120
Spinosa*
For Rent

28R duplex aka new ap
pliances furnished
$400 rno Security deporut
required 753 6654 days
435 4480 nights

Coleman

1BR apt in Coldwater
489 2146 or 489 2372

EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Also studio apt 1602 Olive
Coleman RE 753 9898

RETAIL or OINCO Space in
S Sloe Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

2BR duplex with carport
Lease No pets Refer
ences
$ 4 25 mo
753 7457

NICE brick duplex 2br
central h a appliances
furnished Coleman RE
73 9898

CAR garage with on•ce
paved lot 753-4509
800 2200S0
RE 753 9898

n

Estate Auction
Friday,Sept. 2•Ith, 1993 at 3 p.m. at Mrs. Moodie M. Kenra•r1,. at
1110 Elm St. just off South 12th St. in Murray, Ky.

& eaIty Co.

1
"
"
"5

DO NOT
MISS THIS
AUCTION!!

51rn

GREAT Business Idea
Over 4 000 ceramic molds
all shapes & sizes Large
Kiln the new New poring
table never used plus ac
cessor les $8500 (606) WHEAT straw $1 25)beee
928 1248
489 2436

ANTIQUE AUCTION
LOCATION: Julian Carroll Expo Center—Mayfield, KY,
Mayfield-Graves Co. Fairgrounds—Hwy. 121 N.

If you
71C. WC

Swims
OnNollsai

inseucdoe

Location: Tri-City, Ky. Intersection KY Ilwys. 94 & 97

position
Nc Please
Boone s
Main St

is)

110

Puryear. Tennessee
(901)247-3764
Lie. KY & TN #1445
'TAYLOR MADE AUCTIONS ARE BETTER"

work and
rpm Tues
r No ben
ne to PO
lurray, Ky

Artkies
For sole

Service Doesn't Cost, It Pups'

Nice Zenith color t v • stereo couch & chair • odd chairs Duncan l'hN lc drul!!
oo‘i
lamp table - Duncan Phyfe drum xy pc cluffee table - other lamp tables
flour lamp - unusual vanity lamps - table lamps - old hooks- nice knee h,ile
desk • nice clock • large bevel edge mirror 2 other small mirrors - clock radio
k ta m
pictures & frames - vacuum cleaner - decorative w all plaques &
bed - push button telephone • lot of linens - costume Jevielry - threw pill.ss
ladies hats - nice clean afghans • blankets - quilts - bedspreads - nice wood
table - 6 chairs & chma cabinet • microwave • small kitchen appliam es •
silverplate flats are r 2, sets ofchina ot her old glass& china - lot ofcaokla•oks
- fans& heaters • quilting frames • hidabed couch • sewing cabinet • small li.1,11
ag
work
t v - large-lot af arevv-materi.#14,4444w-r-avvv414.14.1.4.unsbaskets magazine • large lot of patterns - craft items • luggage stem glasses •
12 place set of china - footed creamer & sugar - erg bOV0 Is • dresser set occupied Japan pieces - figurines - kerosene lamp • throw rugs bar stools projector screen • yard chairs - nice nativity scene - humidifier gas cans electric line trimmer • ext. cords - r2i step ladders - tarpaulin - wrenches &
tools - trolling motor - lawn seeder • wheel barrow - nice large .sooden storage
cabinet • nice dog house - other items not listed. This is a real clean auction
Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or shine

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 11281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Public Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Nat., Sept. 25 at 10 a.m. at Autry and Bill Westra home. From
Paris, in. take 641 North through Puryear. 1st road to right
past Big Apple Restaurant. From Murray take 641 South to
Hazel, turn at Hazel Baptist Church onto 893 follow to Old
Murray Paris Road, turn right follow to auction. %Vetch for
auction signs. Real estate sells at 12 noon.
pirsiiirr 1% it II
19$7 Road tractor with 315 Cummins engine air ride
sleeper - M 11.P. Troy Built rotary tiller elect. start - 1.11. 300 utility.
tract..r gas • Super C. Farmall tractor with cultivators - needs repair
3 pt rotary cutter - 3 pt. disc - 2 row 3 point culti‘ator - farm wagon 1973 Chevy flat bed pickup needs transmission - 1978 Chevy station
wagon needs transmission - super nice 14 11.P. Murray riding mower
1 year old - antique doors - other antiques & collector items - window
- stove - ref. - microwave - gas & wood home he
o
air conditiner
lot of txxiks - other odd furniture - hand and yard tools - biccles - other
items not listed.
Real Estate: 1 3 t acres with a 12 x 65' mobile home 3 bedroom 2 baths
- large living room - kitchen with deck -also 12 x 2•E
Terms On Real Estate! 20% down day of auction Balancemu :tlJL
with passing of deed.
Wilson Real Estate - Wayne Wilson Broker
So. 12th St. Murray, Ky. 753-3263

Dan Miller Auctioneer
435.4144
Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 11281 Firm 2333
Terry Paschall - Ky. Auctioneer
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auction held rain or
shine.

Estate Auction
Sat.,Sept.25th,1993 at 1 p.m.at the farm home ofthe late
Mr. Floyd H. Hart. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy.641 So.

to l'uryear to 140 West. Follow to auction. From Paris,
IN take 641 North to Puryear take Hwy. 140 West to
Jones Mill turn left. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell Mr Hart's farm equipment and his super nice 1977 Fl7iii
Ranger Ford truck with 65,xxx actual miles bought new by Mr.& Mrs
/tart. Fine set of side boards that Was used on this truck - super nice
1010 J.D. gas tractor power spread wheels and hydraulics - .11).
cycle mower model 39 -J.D. two bottom plow .6'Tufflene disc -3 point
round bale mower. rubber tired farm wagon - Brillian double roller 2 wheel trailer- Brennarfwheat drill Louisville, Ky. - old corn shelter section hire - coon foot hire - 1 & 2 horse plow - old potato sweep - team
gear - double & single tree - old time push seeder for parts - hog crate •
oId bicycle - lot of used barb wire - log chains - cross Lit saw R.R oIl
can - 4' level - garden tiller - team hay rack - gas tank on stand - yard
chairs - swing • garden planter - milk cans - fence charger - cotton Lir
wan scales - carpenter tools - power tools - wrenches - well pully 021s
Stihls chain saw - well pump - hand & garden tools • fruit jars - Pepsi
thermometer - other items not listed Auction held rain or shine Not
responsible for accidents. For more information and your auction
needs phone 502-435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
#1281 Firm 2333
Terry Paschall - Ky. Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Public Auction
Sat., Sept. 25th, 1993 at 3:30 p.m. at the Murray Middle School
at 9th & Main St. in Murray, Ky. The Murray Independent
School District is remodeling some of their schools and will
sell the following surplus items.
Wood 8c metal tables - stainless steel tables - industrial deep fryer
commercial Hobart floor mixer - paper towel dispensers - 4' & Ii
fluorescent lights with bulbs- stadium lights - electnc ranges - cand‘
machines- Christmas trees - double & triple stainless steel sinks - hot
water heaters • upright vacuum - pedestal fans - bus seats - office
loungers - teacher's desk - metal work table with sink & casters electrostatic copier elect vom meter - signal generator - drafting
tables - gTinder • oven - printing press - typewriter - overhead
projector - adding machine • reel to reel tape player - movie projector record player • P.A. system • intercom • basketball goals & backboards
- student desk - chairs - stool - file cabinet - wood cabinets - t.v.'s &
stands - cafeteria tables - A.B Dick copier many other items not
listed. Auction held rain or shine Not responsible for accidents For
more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144 or call
Gordon Burns 753-4363 or 435-4156 evenings

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281

Firm 2333
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MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES
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Pete
IL &yaks

Fee Real
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting appear-aeons for
1 2 and 3o4 apartmena
Phone 759 498.4 Equal
llousing Opportunity
NICE lb( turnosned apt
05 No 16th Ss No pets
3210 mo plus deposit
,ome utii,tws IL.Inehed
'53 1953 days 7530870
vghts

YARD
SALE

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
10% Off

,r4 ml. east of
Lynn Grove.

All Dog
Grooming
Au breeds, an sizes
Ask about specials

759-1768

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ng Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
heduai
Broad St Extended beDamson
apples.
hveen Etam 12noon No FALL
Phone calks please Equal piums Cal to piece your
753-4725 or
order
Housing Opportunity.
753 9468
ONE bedrocen and roan for
rent, furnished, very nice
753 1252 days, 753-0606
Pubis
Mee 5pm
SPACIOUS 2br 2 bets duplex appliances furnished.
(antral air & gas heat
$475,mo I month deposit
1 year lease No pets
-53 2905

Yard
Sale

'AXING- applies-Won*-for
action 8 rent subsidized
.ipartments 1 2 8 3 bed
Dorris handicap access,
110 Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilciale Apts
Hardin
Ky or call
502 437 4113

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
21, 24, 25

7-??

•

of
Miscellaneous
Lots

Yard Sale
Hwy. 94 East across
from First Assembly
of God.
Sept. 24 & 25
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Furniture, odds &
ends, girls name
brand clothing 6-12.

505 N. 5th

Yard Sale

Murray
Sept. 23, 24, 25
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

.iNFURNISHED 1 or 2br
retrigefator. sewage &
garbage pickup furnished.
No pets 753 6609
VERY nice 2151, 1 bath du
plex with carport. appliances furnished, central
gas heat & air $425/ino, 1
'month deposit 1yr lease
No pets 753 2905

NEAR MSU kitchen Irving
room privileges utilities
furnished Coleman RE
7539896

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Sept 24 & 25
121 North 4th house
on left past Graves
County Line.
Baby clothes from 0 to
2T, ladies clothes,
craft items, lots More
items.

Yard Sale

_

2BR brick in town carport
1,, bath central ha ap
pliances yard mainte
name included No pets
Depositsreferences After
5prn 753 6397
7-

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 23, 1993

38R 2 bath brick, new
central 'gas heat, available
now
Coleman RE
753 9898
3 OR at% home newly re
modeled nice appliances
gas heat $450/mo, deposit
& references required
753 8767 or- 753 2339

121 South
Lynwood Estates
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fri, & Sat
. Sept 24 & 25
jewelry,
Clothes,
glassware, Avon &
mist. items.

7-Party
Garage Sale
8 a.m.
Saturday
Turn left on 464 in
Kirksey 2nd house on
right, past Kirksey
Baptist Church
Clothes lamps, wallpaper and other misc
iternS

Yard Sale
Van Cleve Rd. 94 E.
turn left at Happy
Holiday Pontoon 1',)
mile on right.

Yard
Sale

FEMALE seeking room
rnate(s) to shire neat &
very nice 3br house Must
see to appreciate $135/mo
. deposit
utilities
762 3894 leave message if
no answer
NEWLY redecorated in
Southwest School ()strict
3br,
bath, gas heat,
central ac $500/mo
753 7920

1623 Cole,. Farm Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 24 & 25
7 a.m.-7
1981 Ford van, filler,
charn-saws-,-t•TN1h*
tendo wilapes,electrical & plumbing items,
office chairs, antique
rocking chair, glassware, bicycle, crafts.

Fri. & Sat.
8:00 till ?

1604 Parklane
Murray
Sept. 24 & 25
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

WEST KENTUCKY'S
BIGGEST FALL
CITY-WIDE
YARD SALE
Murray, KY

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses cn Center
Drive behind Shoney's
lz0 $40/mo 759 4081

For Sake
Or Lease
otIR 2 bath brick, large
kitchen. fireplace, 5 Wes
near lake & golf, barn with
six stalls $85.000 or
$550 tmo References
492 8707
WILL lease 1 to 31, acres
or sell at the right price 94E
8 miles from Murray at the
end of Grove Heights Sub
Send inquees to Box 1010
B ,Murray, KY 42071
370
Livestixt
Stogies

Saturday,
September 25

Gigantic
Yard Sale

7 a.m.-3 p.m.

1622 College Farm Rd
Thurs., Fn., Sat.
7 till- ? Name brand clothing.
men's 28 Ihru 38, boys 14
thru 26, womens 4 thru 16,
watermelon & decorating,
collectibles, brass & copper, punching tag, wicker,
radios, rugs, pictures, xmils, shoes, jewelry, knit*
knacks, too much to 1st

Yard Sale
Of All
Yard Sales
Gatesborough
2006
Circle off of Doran
Road
Sat., Sept 25

7 cm.-3 p.m.
10 it custom Chnstmas

2 YR old Mustang more,
13 , HH can be ridden,
5650 437 4327
3an

antique mirrors, brass
light ExtureS, furniture, designer clothes, and much
much more Must see to
believe'
tree

Over50yardsaM areas!
For detailed description
of yard sale items available and a map of various locations, come by
the Murray Tourism
Commission office. 805
N 12th St
For more information
calf 7534171

CARPORT SALE

HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM
Checks scratching Relieves hot spots and irntated skin without sleriods
Promotes healing & hair
growth on dogs & cats, At
SOUTHERN STATES
HAVE an obedient sate
dog 001 show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

Saturday
8-3
810 Olive St.
Dried herbs & flowers
ONLY - Artemisia
yarrow
cockscomb
hydrangia
lambsear
and flower bunches for
drying Also wreaths&
8 quilts
topiaries
made in 1930's

CUSTOGI IUTCHEN CAMPSITE
CUSTOM WOOCOWONPLING

AN Typos Of:
Custom Woodworking

,&
Kitchen &

Bath Cabinets

• Drop by and see our showroom
uS SladRUOtv

YUMA

Oblesati Sunny Mao&

{Oar

"

BUILD YOUR OWN HOME
1110W1 No downpayment on
Miles material, below
market construction & Ii
naming Call Mies Homes
today I 800-343-2884 en
1
GENTLEMAN'S farm with
horse barn located lust
southwest of the city lends
This totally redecorated
3-4br home & great 4 stall
horse barn surrounded by
white plank lancing on 2
acres all delight your tamIly Additional acreage
available fiALS *5174
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thiniung of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
KY Lake near Intert Cobb
Resort Lakefront wooded
Spacious 2br eat-in
kitchen, deck and screened
porch, $45,000 firm Owner
financing possible Shown
by appointment only
9/25-9/26 5022410882

CONTEMPORARY de
signed home built in 1991
Located on 5/s wooded
acres in private setting
Many outstanding features
an the quality 3br 2,s bath
home /ALS *3605 Contact
Realty
Kopperud
753 1222
NEAT and pnvate 2br 2
bath, tucked away near
Kentucky Lake Great for
year round, on vacation
and weekends Low $30's
Bob Perrin RE/MAX
753 7653
NICE 3br brick large living
room, large kik:hen. 2 hill
baths, utile/ room, 2 car
garage. Large patio, on 1
acre lot with natural gas.
central air, city water
566 000 437 4855 after

Eat Storage
at Lee Marne
beginning
Avallabie
Oct. 1st private boat
storage stalls 11 It,
wide - 30 rt. deep,
10x 10 It overhead
door.

Taking
reservations now.
$501ro-12 mo contract
155"0 -6 ma contract
$60,monthly rate

7534408

%Mow
Meted

som
SPACIOUS abr 2 bath
brick home You will love
the setting and the private
backyard & patio Central
heat (gas) and cooling
More details Bob Perrin
RElstAX 7537653

1 A A 1 Hailing tree trim
ming tree removal dean
rig out sheds attics & odd
sobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

HANDYMAN wide plumb-rig, electrical. carpentry
and general repair
753 0596
HAVE you had Breast Implant surgery? CM Flora
Stuart anorrwey, for free
Jogai
advice
5 0 2 78 2 9 7 4 1
I 800 732 3178 No tee
uniess you win This is an
advertisement
K B ASSOCIATES Gen
teal construction remodel
ing garages decks peeps
interior rim 7530834
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors I
frames with woodgrain tor
mica, ail colors Free est
mates Wulff's Recovery
kkeray 436-5560

MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753 5668

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Cali
436 5255

MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 4928723

PORTRAITS of persons or
Acmes Great tor a gift Call
753-3583

Editing Re
papers manse
scripts etc $1 50/page
759 9660

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting, siding
painting plumbing. concrete Free estimates Cal
474 2307
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line or equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

LAWN mowing service In
THE Gutter Co Seamless
sured Coleman aerobe' aluminum gutters variety
phone 759-4564
of colors Licensed inLICENSED tor electric and sured Estimate available
759 4690
gas 753 7203

TYPING

SUMS'S Wm

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Arno Open 9 12 1 5
Mon -Fri • 753-0530
Service

WINDOW & door repair
Repair re-screen re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service
5b0

Free
Caesium
FREE to a good home(s)
medium size puppies Etwks
old 436 5205

HOROSCOPES

CMSSIFIED
Melereydes

PAINTING. estance, marlie Call Charlie Rains
753-5754

FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 24. 1993
Al IA all around mowing &
(For your personalized daily leane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
tree trimming & light haulof birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
date
ing Call 436 2528 ask for
a minute.)
cents
Mark

DISCOUNT parts. depend
able service for I brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS 8
RELOCATING • Minirrium SERVICE north of Murray
HAPPY -BIRTHDAY!IN-THE the-scenes efforts. Your affection
Al, AL'S hauling yard
fifty acres, outbuildings, on Coles Campground Rd
NEXT
YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: for a partner is reciprocated. Periods
removal
mowlarge home or approved Ofairl_Maiekdays 4tan4Pm.- work, tree
secret
to career success lies ta of calm let your ESP ring clear. A
The
'
-Free estimates
--rrigbuilding site Lake, river Sat lOarn 3prn
knowing what you can and cannot family member shares a special
759 1683
frontage desirable Subdo. Remain true to-your values and secret.
stantial down payment PO
Al TREE Service Stump
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
ou will- find new satisfaction in
Box 1040 Z< Murray, KY
removal and spraying Free
and personal Fears, doubts or suspicions may per42071
estimates 753 0906 after both your business
meate the workplace or your think5prn 759 9816 7530496 lives. Early in 1994. an exciting
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
romance could take a nosedive ing. You may not have all the
1972 EL CAMINO 350 with
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
ALPHA Builders Carpen- unless you work hard to keep the answers: thus, silence and proven
Meg wheels ac pis plb
Center
Bel Air
Candy try, remodeling, porches, spark alive. Family and friends methods are golden.
am
fm
cassette
753
•SOLD
502
roofing concrete, driveApple red sporty. $2750
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Work
1 800-3695780
ways, painting, mainte- come to the rescue when you find
753 9396
tight spot late next is excellent therapy for those who
yourself
in
a
nance,
etc
Free
manatee
ROBERTS Realty Callo1986 CHEVY Cavalier, 489203
spring. Help a child develop greater feel moody. Tie up loose ends. Writway County's oldest and
auto at, excellent shape
ing carefully composed letters could
self-confidence.
most reliable real estate
ANTIQUE refirushing, fur$1900 Phone Frankfort
BORN ON open the door to new employment
CELEBRITIES
agency For al your real
niture repair 8 custom
502 875-1844 (dealer)
THIS DATE: novelist F. Scott or valuable social contacts.
estate needs call them to
woodworking 753-8056
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
day at 753-1651 1 Syca 1987 CHEVROLET CaFitzgerald, "Muppets" creator Jim
more and 12th St
price auto pls, pito air 4 3 APPLIANCE REPAIRS Henson. football great "Mean Joe" New duties prove challenging. Meet
Factory trained by 3 tnapor Greene, sportscaster Jim McKay.
V-6, white with blue cloth
deadlines on time. You will perform
TENNESSEE LAKE
manufacturers All work
infector. .runs and . looks
when under pressure!.
brilliantly
I9i-:(March
21-April
ARIESBARGAIN'
38
ACREAGE'
new, $2350 Phone (502) and parts warranted Ask Preserve your credit rating by pay- Tend to first things first. Thorny
Acres ail/access to unfor
Andy
at
The
Appliance
875-4050 (deafer).
spoiled 34,000 acre lake
ing bills on time. You may- be asked issues require diplomatic handling.
Works, 753-2455
Wooded Gorgeous view - 1988 GRAND AM, white,
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
totake on additional responsibilities
ONLY $9950, exc financ- sunroof, Qued-4, auto, APPLIANCE SERVICE or cover -for someone who is on 21): Financial matters need your
Kenmore Westinghouse,
ing
Call NORRIS power, 86,XXX miles
personal attention. Adopt a conservvacation. Be a good sport.
Whirlpool 30+ years exSHORES 800-488-4883 492-8594
(April 20-May 20): ative approach. You need to be flexTAURUS
perience
80-07019-48-1660
BOBBY
File
1988 TAURUS. white 4dr. HOPPER, 436-5848
An influential person may not be ible with domestic arrangements.
TRAILER 8 small cation on V-6. good condition
available when needed. Although a Mate or partner would like to take
BACKHOE SERVICE friend does you a favor, there are
lake for sale and V. of acre 753-3584
the lead in social situations.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
of land 753-1038 after
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Family members
attached.
strings
1990
RED
Grand
Am
LE.
installation, repair, replace4pm
could be the cause of a misunder- 19): You know what you want and
ac. am/fm cassette tilt, ment 759-1515
cruse all power, ground
are prepared to work for it. Spend
standing.
435
I3ACKHOE Service ROY
effects, auto sharp. $6750
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A some time relaxing today. Count on
Lake
HILL Septic system drive753-8098
crucial career choice surfaces. Post- the loyalty of your family when you
Property
ways hauling, foundations.
pone seeing someone who is too pursue goals important to their
1993 LINCOLN kmousone. etc 759 4664
2 ADJACENT lots Ander- only 13,XXX miles power
demanding. Make concessions to a financial security.
son Shores Reasonable sunroof, color tv, vcr dual BILL'S Window Cleaning loved one even if you will be inconAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
ono@ Call 753-6719
heat and air 9 passenger Service Residential/ venienced. The road to romance is
Deal face-to-face with someone who
seating, wet bar sunscreen Commerical
Call rocky.
is spreading rumors. Let go of old
windows aluminum 753-5934
prejudices. A teen-ager presents
(June
21
CANCER,
-July'
22):
Lots
wheels, leather interior,
BOB'S Plumbing Repair Look to higher-ups for assistance some interesting options. Participate
For Sale
power windows arid locks
Service All work guaran- only if you run into a difficult prob- fully in family activities.
keyless entry,
2 LOTS in Crappie Hollow throughout,
tee d
7 5 3 1134 or lem. Employment opportunities
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
warranty
Shores,$1250 obo Ca111341 manufacturers
436 5832
hitch. Your Spend some time getting better
without
a
should
go
apples
Audubon
Chrysler
Smith (504) 365 0279 in
Center. US 41 North, Hen- BRYON'S LAWN SER- mate or partner offers a logical solu- organized and you will become
New Orleans
derson. KY (502) VICE Free estimates
more productive. Put your natural
tion to a personal dilemma.
826-1270
7534591
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): VIPs talents to work. Humor helps ease
lAn
respond to your research or behind- an embarrassing situation.
Homes
CAR Stereo Installation CARPET and vinyl installa
For Salo
753-0113. Sunset Boule- Son and repairs Glen Bobvard Music. Murray's Al- ber. 759-1247
TODAY'S CHILDREN are eager to preserve order and peace, in their
3-4BR 2 bath ranch, in
pine Car Audio Specialist.
daily lives. Blessed with great chant), they will be popular with bOth their
quiet neighborhood, near
Dixieland Center, 1 block
peers and older people. Those who think they can see through these Libras
city schools great room
from MSU dorms
Moving,Rearranging
are in for a surprise. They are not nearly as easy to read as others may' supwith fireplace, large family
style kitchen, newly decoryour present home?
pose. Count on these Libras to have high business and personal standards.
49;
ated, all appliances inWe can move your
They demand the best from themselves and those they love.
cluded, neatly landscaped,
furniture
8
apTo.orikr a re. vied and updated copy or leane Dnian's hest selling honk "Yesterday. ioday and Fore.
Vass
freshly painted exterior, 2
pliances along WI
er Hos% Astrology Can Help You Find lour PlaLe in God's Plan.- send 5* 01 plus Si postage and handling
car garage $87,900 Call
household
to Dixon. i/o Andrews and VAL54ee1. PO Bo% 419150-, Kansas City. Mo h4141 Slake checks payable io
other
1984 FORD conversion
for appointment 759 1850
Andrews and AlltMeel
van 50 XXX miles, loaded
products.
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Must sell Best offer
Dr
Residential &
492 8309
3800 SO ft of quality house
Commercial
1986 (LATE) GMC Satin
located at 1556 Canterbury
Service
bought new never
Dr Builders personal
wrecked excellent cordi
Experrenced tS refer
home Would consider
ences available
trade Call 753 3672 after Ion Price reduced Phone
753 1628
5pin
Call 753-0775 for tree

CONTRACT BRIDGE,

Yard
Sale
Fri. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
George WeakS
Community Center
Sponsored by the Se
nor Citizens.

Avoidance Play

3BR, ranch style home with
new central gas heat &
central electric air, extra
large rooms, detached
workshop building & metal
storage building, fenced
backyard surrounds large
Wee shaded wooden deck
$69.900 MLS 15181 Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
3BR wood sided house
unfinished basement on 5
acres, 5 miles north of Murray 535,000 753-2171

pit.
& Supplies
AKC miniature Dachshund
shots $150 928 2057

ACREAGE for sale also
will lease or rent 753-1300
after 7pm 489-2116

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

IBR, garage & half. 3 story
with basement, on 2 lots
lakefront, Pine Bluff area.
$95,000 Call 436-2573 after 6pm
BRICK ranch 4br, 2 bath,
12x26 screened deck off
large kitchen, new roof,
equeomentltool shed Appros 3 5 acres fenced for
horses or cattle On Bethel
Church Rd 5 miles northeast of Murray 759 4947
after 6pm
GREAT LOCATION 3br,
24 bath home on approx 1
acre 2 miles from town
Welcoming decor Shown
by appointment 753 9475
JUST listed 3br, 2 bath
bock home, central heat
Igoe) & cooling, large di
rang room prwate fenced
yard
Upper $60 s Bob
Pemn. RE/MAX 753,7653
MUST see the home 3br , 2
lath brick on very nice lot 2
miles from Murray evened,
ate possession $85 000
Cal today 759 1854

SOO
Used
Trucks
1988 FORD Ranger, 4 cyl
auto air, power steering &
brakes bedliner, 41,XXX
motes, sharp, $4500 firm
753-7852 after 4pm
1988 FORD F250 pickup
V8, F I auto ps pb dual
tanks, radio, white w/blue
interior, clean and runs
great, $5000 Phone
502-875-4050 (dealer)
1991 XL Ford truck, V8,
auto, air. am/fm stereo, bit,
cruse, new yes. 84,XXX
miles, $8500 obo
753-6326 or 753-7268
1992 GMC Sonoma,
loaded, V6, air Cal before
2pm 753-2783
510
Campete
24FT Nomad Camper fully
self contained air, awning
new refrigerator, asking
$4300 Can be seen at
Paley Campground D 36
502-4374902
520
Bomb
II Yaws
BOAT lt camper storage
753 4509

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

estimate If no answer
leave message

turn out to be divided unfavorably.
South dealer.
In the actual case, if you play a club
North-South vulnerable.
towards dummy at trick two, you
NORTH
CARPET Installation Careventually finish down one.
•Q
pet di vinyl, commercial
w Q 1083
It is far better to lead a diamond
residential We instal Ber
to the jack at trick two and play a low
•QJ
ber tool Cal 753-2504 ask
club from dummy.If East has the ace
•K Q 95 2
for Mks Gotorti
and takes it, the contract becomes
EAST
WEST
CARPORTS for cars and + 108752
certain, while if West has the ace he
* K 64 3
trucks Special sizes for •7 5 4
can do you no harm whatever he
•A .19
motor home, boats RVs
returns.
•7 4
+9653
and etc Excellent protecAfter winning.the club with the
•
A
108
3
7
excellent
tion high quality
jack
at trick three, you continue to
SOUTH
value Roy Hill 759 4664
guard against the danger of East's
•A .1 9
C & D HOME Repairs Call
gaining the lead. Abandoning clubs
•K 6 2
753-9669
for the moment, you lead a diamond
• AK 102
CHIM Chim Chimney
to the queen and return a low heart
•.1 64
Sweeps has 10% senior The bidding:
from dummy.
citizen discounts We sell South West
This is sure to tie East into a knot
North East
chimney caps and screens
again if he has the ace,for if he plays
2
Pass
1 tszr
Pans
435-4191
it you have nine tricks, while if he
3 NT
PARA
2•
COUNTERTOPS, custom Opening lead — five of spades.
plays low_ instead, you remain on
Homes, trailers, offices
Assumeyou're in three notrump firm ground. You win the heart with
Wutfts Recovery, Murray
and West leads a spade, East covers the king add establish your ninth
436-5560
trick by reverting to clubs.
dummy's queen with the king and
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing you win with the ace. Since your
The strategy employed here is
and Cooling Serve* Com- most promising suit is clubs,there is called avoidance play. Declarer proplete installation and sera strong temptation to lead a club to ceeds in such a way that the dangervice
Call Gary at
the
queen at this point — but it is ous defender — in this case East —
759 4754
cannot play high,except at the costof
best to resist that temptation.
CUSTOM bulldozing and
a vital trick. Played this way, the
East might take the queen with
backhoe work septic systhe ace and return a spade, placing contract is certain against any lie of
tems 354 8161 after 4pm
the contract in danger if the clubs the cards,
DRYWALL finishing re
Tomorrow: Test your play.
pars additions and blow
trig ceilings 753 4761

GENERAL Roper plumbing, roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding pointing Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436 2701

a i•it

J.T. LEE, Jeweler1
your

I

tdeas turn to gold
759 1141

Center

••••

•

40.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

Mel IOW

y chimney
1723

liting

Re

IpefS, menu
$1 50/page

Wood VCR
• cieaning•
most replica
males I:104J le
ri 9 12 1 5
0630

door repair
ien re glaze
wood 20yrs
753 2330

od home(%)
Jppies Bwks

, our own

I v ou 95

iffectiOn
L. Periods
dear. A
. special

.pt. 221:
may peret thinkall the
J proven

21: Work
lose who
ids. Writers could
$oyment

Tea years ago
Kentucky Governor John Y.
Brown Jr. visited Murray State
University addressing a variety of
topics before a gathering of students, administrators and representatives of the media.
A free Adult Reading Program
will' be available to people of
Murray and Calloway County this
fall at First Christian Church,
according to Claire gesig, coordinator of Murray Volunteer Reading Program,
James C. Williams writes
about his mission trip to the
Amazon Area of Brazil in a page
feature.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Brent Morris Jr.,
Sept. 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Lee, Sept. 15.
. Twenty years ago
Murray High School Band,
direCted by Joe Sills and Buddy

Light. was the "Honor Band of
the Year" and presented a halftime show at Murray StateTennessee Tech foothill game at
Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray, on
Sept. 22.
Mrs. James Stahler of Calloway County took top honors in
the Wool Category at annual First
District Farm Bureau Dress
Revue held at Continental Inn,
Paducah,
Michael Anthony" bill, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Brandon Dill of
Murray, is one of the graduates in
the Police Recruiting Class at
Memphis. Tenn,
Brown C. Tucker of Rt. 1,
Kirksey, has been appointed as
Calloway County representative
on Kentucky Heritage
Commission.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Rudolph,
Sept. 12: a girl to the Rev. and

DEAR ABBY I need some
advice. 1 am going with a marned
mtn Who lie alsu going with another
woman I'll coil "Betty." This man
has been going with Betty. for eight
years. He left his wife for her, but
his wife refused to give him a
divorce, so he moved back home,
and promised his wife he would
never sleep with Betty again.,
I've been seeing him for a year,
and he tells me. that neither 'Betty
nor his wife knows that I am in the
picture. He swears he doesn't go to
bed with anybody hut me, hut I find
that hard to believe..
He does nothing for me except go
to bed with me; meanwhile he does
things for Betty. such :Is (*tat mg her

grass and helping her around the
house. He has also given hei- money
from time to time. I live alone and I
have to cut my. own grass. and I
could also use a little help around
the house.
Am I wasting my time with this
man? I care- her him, but I feel like I
am sharing him with two otherwomen. ,
A FOOL IN LOVE

CALVIN and HOBBES
IT SkiS, -Sowl.80D1
Rkit4 NIS 931 OVER
141114 A TRUCK ."

Feb. 18):
cone who
go of old
presents
'articipate

r

iF 116 GOItAce
GET CLOBBERED.
I LIM 113

-•

• • •

Abby sh•res more of her favorite.
easy-to-prepare recipes. To order, send •
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or mane) order for $3.95
i$4.50 in ('•nadio to: Dear Abby, More
raverite Recipes, P.O. Roz 447, Mount
Morris. fIL 61064.(Postage is included.)

47-

irch 20):
ig better
become
it natural
elps ease

DR. GOTT
Hy Peter H.(aott, NH).

CATHY
THE SPANDEXED VELVET CAT
SUIT LuiTH GAUZY POETS

THE TRANSPARENT NifrtiTIE
WITH cOMIAT BOOT AS FORA1AL

SHIRT SURPRISING ELEGANCE' loum • UliOUICTED GLAMOUR'

TN( CUSTOMER
WHO ISN'T
8U1ING ANY
NEN CLOTHES:

DARIN&
ORI&INALMI!

THE LICE"
Of A
SALESCLERK:

COSAPLITI
11116100.
"I wouldn't laugh, Jack.... I know things about you."

and Fore.
and handlInt:
p.a‘,ahle !,‘

las

CROSSWORDS
•

ACP10118

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

Lib with the
continue to
sr of East's
(ming clubs
I a diamond
a low heart

GARFIELD
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!have. a problem
with an irregular pulse. Sometimes it
skips often and then is normal for sev.
eral days It's often severe enough to
wake me up during the night \Iv
blood pressure is normal. and I won
der if the medication I use. specifical
ly Norpace and Inderal. might hicausing the prOblem
DEAR READER Everybody. al one
time or another, experiences short two
tvds of irregular pulse -This is normal
and may be caused by tension, stress.
caffeine and nicotine, which cause the
heart muscle to become especially sen
sitive. Under these circumstances it
may contract irregularly
Of course, some types of irregular
pulse such as ventricular tachycar
dia -- are more serious, reflect possi
ble heart disease and must he treated
with prescription medicine
These two conditions can be differentiated by a cardiogram and other
medical tests
You are taking two drugs that your
doctor may have prescribed to regu
late your heart Therefore. I doubt
that the drugs are the cause of your
palpitations. rather, you may need
higher doses or a change in mid
ication, depending on the type of
irregular pulse
Ask your doctor about this Ile may
wish to order a Holler monitor to
determine exactly what is going on
and to adjust your *drugs
To give you more information, lam
sending you a free copy of my new
Health Report "Heart Disease "Other
readers who would like a copy should
send St 25 plus a long, self addressed.
stamped envelope to P 0 Rex 2433.
New York. NY 10163 Re sure to men
tion the title
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm 65 and obese
adder ultrasound revealed an
A
erlialirtied liver My doctor doesn't
seem concerned. yet I am
DEAR READER An enlarged liver
iln
l obese people is not rare However I
share your concern that your problem
may be more than just a normal vans
DEAR DR. GOTT
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"Heesh" instead of he or she
"Hirrn" instead of her or ham
-Hiner" instead of his or her
How about it, Abby? ran we iniDEAR ABBY: I believe the Eng- tiate these new words through your
lish language. needs three new widely read column?
RUTH GURRY,
words -- compound pronouns to
PUNTA (()RDA. FLA
take care of the "he or she" mess:
"He or she may. take his or her
DEAR RUTH: "Heesh,"
deposit to the .bank whenever it
"him" and "blazer'"? Better to
suits-him or her."
In the past, when males domi- bear the ills we have than to fly
nated 'at least they thought they to others we know not of.
did), it bothered no one to use the
masculine pronoun indiscriminate•••
ly, hut no more. To use both genders
DEAR ABBY; I dialed my old
to satisfy all is both annoying and friend long-distance to wish her a
awkward. so I suggest:
happy birthday. We always call
each other on our birthdays. Well,
the minute the phone was
answered, I knew I had a stranger
on the line.
The stranger was absolutely
By GARY LARSON thrilled- that someone had remembered her 95th birthday! She told
me she lives alone in an apartment.
and her only relative was a niece
who lived in New York: --didn't hare the heart to tell this
elderly "birthday girl" that 1 had•
made a mistake. I simply told her
that "a little bird" had informed me
of her special day. 'Actually. 1
thought I had dialed a friend in
Denton, Texas — not a stranger in
Austin!)
I wanted to get the lady's name
but she was so excited, all she could
say was, "Thank you for calling -my phone never rings; I'm all alone.
and I will never forget that you
remembered my birthday!" Then
she hung up.
MARY VAN HOOSAN.FRESN0
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Wanda Dick, Miss Lillian Tate
and Mrs. N.B. Ellis.
Forty years ago
Dr. W. Marshall Craig of Dallas, Texas, is speaker at a revival
meeting now in progress at First
Baptist Church. Harry F. Hampsher is directing the music.
Wilson Gantt, Mrs. Macon
Rickman and Mrs. Bill Miller are
officers of Aliso High School
Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association.
Troy Glidewell was guest
speaker at a meeting of Home
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. He was introduced by Mary
Nell Shirley.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Doyce Morris. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cochran, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Stubblefield and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. _Paul. Jones.

your time and affection on this
man.

DEAR FOOL (your words,
want a man to
call your own, keep looking —
this. man is not available. Not
only is he married, he has an
eight-year commitment to
another woman. Don't waste
not mine/: If you

BLONDIE

22-Jan.
want and
it. Spend
Count on
when you
to their

Mrs. Rick Dye, Sept. 11.
Thirty years are
Stanley R. Jewell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Floy Jewell, and Morris
Greg Parrish, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W.H. Parrish, seniors at
Murray High School, have bees
named as semi-finalists in
National Merit Scholarship Program for 1963-64. Also neated
was Melody L. DuCkeU,(leveller
of Mr. and Mrs. H.V. Duckeu of
Calvert City, senior at Murray
College High School.
The students of Murray Smie
College will be welcomed tomorrow night with a gals party on the
court square. This will be sponsored by merchants of Murray.
Ructta Overby and Edward
Turner were married Sept. 10 at
First Methodist Church, Murray.
New officers of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
arc Mrs. Russell Johnson, Mrs.

DEAR ABBY
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LOOKING BACK

Today is Thursday. Sept. 23, the 266th day of 1993. "Mere are 99
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
On Sept. 23, 1779, during the Revolutionary War, the American
warship "Boo Homme Richard" defeated the HMS Seraphs after the
American commander, John Paul Jones, is said to have declared: "I
have not yet begun to fight!"
On this date:
In 63 B.C., Caesar Augustus was born in Rome.
In 1642, Harvard College in Cambridge, Mass., held its first
commencement.
In 1780, British spy John Andre was captured along with papers
revealing Benedict Arnold's plot to surrender West Point to the
British.
In 1952, Republican vice-presidential candidate Richard M. Nixon
went on television to deliver what came to be known as the "Checkers" speech as he refuted allegations of improper campaign financing.
In 1953, the 20th-Century Fox production "The Robe," the first
movie filmed in the CinemaScope widescreen process, had its Hollywood premiere, a week after opening in New York.
In 1957, nine black students who had entered Little Rock Central
High School in Arkansas were forced to withdraw because a white
mob had formed outside.
In 1962, New York's Philharmonic Hall (since renamed Avery
Fisher Hall) formally opened as the first unit of the Lincoln Center for
the Performing Arts.
In 1973. former Argentine president Juan Peron was returned to
power.
Ten years ago: The military government of Argentina granted
amnesty to security forces who had committed crimes during the socalled "dirty war" against leftists in the 1970's. (The amnesty was
later revoked by a civilian government.)
Five years ago: Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze
concluded two days of talks in Washington with Secretary of- State
George P. Shultz on the subjects of arms control and human rights.
One year ago: Plans for a presidential debate fell apart, with President Bush continuing to object to a single-moderator format proposed
by a bipartisan commission: it was the second such cancellation.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Mickey Rooney is 73. Singer Ray Charles
is 63. Singer Julio Iglesias is 50. Actress-singer Mary Kay Place is 44.
Rock star Bruce Springsteen is 44.
Thought for Today: "The only interesting answers are those which
destroy the questions." — Susan Sontag, American author and critic
(1933- ).
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You should ask your doctor about
this He may choose to order some
blood tests to make sure that your
liver is functioning normally
assume that you had a gallbladder
ultrasound to check for stones which
often cause abdominal pain If this is
the case and no stones were visible
on the ultrasound
your physician
will surely want to investigate further
And the liver is certainly an area to be.
investigated. Return to your doctor
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Parliament approves Israel's agreement with PLO

DEATHS
Mrs. Amanda Elizabeth Gansner
•••

Mrs. Amanda Elizabeth Gansner, 97, Rt. 2, Hazel, died Tuesday at 11:45 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was married Dec. 24, 1911, to Lon W. Gansner who
died March 5, 1978. She was a member of the United Methodist Much.
Born Aug. 12, 1896, at Dover, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Dallas Stubblefield and Frances Robinson
Stubblefield.
Also preceding her in death were two sons, Lon W. Gansncr
and Marvin Gansner; one sister, Mrs. Cary Warficld; and four
brothers_ Tye, Johnny, Dallas, and George Stubblefield.
Survivors include one son, Clarence P. Gansner, Hazel; four
grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; eight great-greatgrandchildren.
The funeral is today at 7:30 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Term. Otis Hinton is officiating.
Her grandchildren are serving as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery, Paris.

-

Mrs. Maudie McDaniel

_

Graveside services for Mrs. Maudie McDaniel are today at 1
p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Henry Hargis is officiating.
In charge of arrangements is J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray.
Mrs. McDaniel, 82, of Paducah, formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
• Her husband, Virgil McDaniel, died in 1979. She was a
member of the Church of Christ. Born Nov. 29, 1910, at Paducah, she was the daughter of the late John and Effie Self.
Survivors include one daughter, Sue McDaniel, and one son.
Mike McDaniel, Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Shirley Procknaw,
Bardwell; three grandchildren, Judy Irvin, Ronnie Baucum and
John McDaniel Jr.; five great-grandchildren, Janice McDaniel,
Jessica McDaniel, Michelle McDaniel, Crystal Holland and Jason
Holland.

Franklin J. Harper
The funeral for Franklin J. Harper was today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dave
Riley officiated.
Burial was in McCuiston Cemetery.
Mr. Harper, 67, Utica, Mich., formerly of Murray, died Monday at his home.
Born Feb. 25, 1926, at Paducah, he was the son of the late
Dennis Harper and Margarite Leeder Harper.
A Marine Corps veteran of World War II, he. was retired
from J. & L. Steel Company.
Survivors, all of Michigan, include his wife, Mrs. Codell
Crutcher Harper; one stepson, John Gulledge; one sister, Dorothy Harper; two brothers, Marvin Harper and Bill Harper; five
grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
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JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin won Parliament approval for the historic
Israel-PLO peace accord today
after three days of raucous debate
marked by screaming, walkouts
and violent proiests.
"Now we will build a new
Middle East," Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres declared after the
vote.
The agreement was approved
by a vote of 61 to 50, with 8
abstentions.
Rabin has staked his prestige
and the future of his government
on winning today's vote, saying
it would constitute a vote of confidence in his government's
peace policies.
Rabin got the large margin of
approval in the 120-seat Parliament after five members of the
ultra-religious Shas party decided
to abstain. The group's sixth
member was overseas. Three
members of the hard-line opposition Likud bloc also abstained.
Likud head Benjamin Neunyahu had invoked party discipline, barring party members from
voting in favor of the plan.
One Likud dissident, Mcir
Shitreet, said on Israel army radio
that Likud was making a mistake
by taking a stand against peace
and that even if the agreement
had flaws, the majority of Israelis
were in favor.
Assad Assad, a Muslim Druse
Likud member who also abstained, said Wednesday night he
was "torn between my loyalty to
my party ... and my conscience
towards my people and the nonJewish voters."

Oprah Winfrey calls death of
her baby 'my greatest shame
CHICAGO (AP) — Oprah
Winfrey describes the death of a
child she had at age 14 as "my
greatest shame" and says she is
only now beginning to recover.
Winfrey says the baby died
after being born prematurely, and
her family gave her little support
after she revealed it may have
been fathered by an uncle.
"Everybody in the family sort
of shoved it under a rock," Winfrey said in a story in October's
issue of Ebony magazine.
"Because ... I had already been
involved in sexual promiscuity,
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Oliver North has entered the race
for the U.S. Senate seat held by
Democrat Charles Robb.
The former Marine lieutenant
colonel whose Iran-Contra conviction was overturned on appeal
filed papers with the Federal
Election Commission on Sept.
10, declaring he is Republican
candidate and establishing a campaign committee.
The only other announced candidate in the GOP primary is
James C. Miller, budget director
in the Reagan administration.
Former federal prosecutor Jay B.
Stephens is considering running
as well.
Robb is expected to face a
primary challenge from Gov. L.
Douglas Wilder.
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Your one-stop source for
all your home health care needs.

they thought if anything happened it had to be my fault.
"And because I couldn't definitely say that he was the father
of the child, then the issue
became, 'Is he the father'• not
the abuse."
Winfrey said she felt betrayed
after her half-sister told a tabloid
newspaper about the child.
"I went home and got in the
bed and cried," she said. "I
thought the world is going to hate
me when they find out I had a
baby."
But Winfrey told Ebony she is
finally "letting go of that
shame."

Short Sleeve
Woven Tops

Wh\ make your lovedones guess at what
, Your wishes might have been? Every detail
can he attended to now and you can spare
them the need to make arrangements under
most trying circumstances. Appointments
can be made at the funeral home or in the
convenience of your own home to discuss
pre-arrangediprrAinanced funeral plans
with no obligation to you.
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his hands shaking with anger, as
the former premier jumped to his
feet and 'homed in protest.
"You are a liar!" screamed
Likud's Ychoshua Matia.
Peres argued that the government was right in surrendering
the Gaza Strip to Palestinian selfrule. He said Israel could not proside help or control Gaza's
g00,000 residents, and "in 20
years there will be about two million of them."
"Density leads to violence,"
Peres said. "Poverty gives birth
to terrorism ... That is your Gaza
— the refugee camps, the poverty, the shame to all of us."
"We are working on a great
thing, an histonc thing. The people are not with you," he told
opponents.
Rabin. throughout the morning,
tried to muster last-minute support from undecided law-makers.
He held a 45--m+nute closeddoor session with Rabbi Ovadiah
Yosef, the spiritual leader of
Shas, to persuade him to drop
Shas demands for a national
referendum on the issue.
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Israelis have protested the accord
since Tuesday, and hundreds of
police were deployed around the
Knesset, or Parliament, to keep
order.
Violence against the plan persisted in the occupied terntones,
where two Palestinians were
killed in overnight clashes with
Israeli security forces and Jewish
settlers were being evicted from a
protest enclave they' fenced off
today.
The debate resumed this morning after a nine-hour break, with
Likud opposition members assailing -the plan and demanding early
national elections.
This is the only one way to
sase ourselves," said former
Prime Minister Yitiltak Shamir.
The last speech was that of
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres,
and it touched off furious
screams and shouts by Likud
lawmakers. Peres shouted. heck,
at one point telling his opponents
to "shut up" and "get out of
here."
You did nothing! You did not
bring peace!" Peres told Shamir,

13ARGAIS
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•beds
•wheelchairs
'oxygen
•respiratory equipment
...plus much more!
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The agreement provides for
Palestinian self-rule in the occupied territories, starting with the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank
town of Jericho and eventually
including the remainder of the
West Bank.
The Palestine Liberation Organization considers the plan as the
first step to an independent Palestine. Israeli opponents say that
will endanger Israel's eXISLCrIlT
The marathon debate began
Tuesday and was punctuated by
shouts and angry walkouts by
opponents and supporters of the
plan.
Israeli law doesn't require Parliament to ratify the ai.cord
signed Sept. 13 on the White
House lawn, hut it is customary
and considered necessary for the
legislature to give a nod of
approval on issues of tii.toris
consequence.
Rabin wanted 3 larger -majority
to support the implementation of
the Palestinian sell-rule plan and
negotiations on a land -tor-peace
deal with Syria. whis- h is
demanding return 01 the Golan
Heights.
Newspaper reports hase said
Rabin was ready to on.ider early
elections or seek new coalition
partners if he didn't win more
than 61 votes. But a spokesman
for Rabin denied the reports.
"This is nonsense,'' said
Labor legislator Ephraim Sneh.
when asked about the suggestion.
"There was a majority of 61
against 50, and this is the niajority with which we will continue to
work."
In Jerusalem, thousand. ot
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